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Introduction
This thesis deals with two selected works of Angela Carter: The Bloody Chamber and Other
Stories (1979) and Nights at the Circus (1984). The analysis of these two works mainly scrutinizes
Carter’s approach to and portrayal of gender identity of women and introduces her attitude to
myths as a restrictive power. The thesis also elaborates on postmodernism and its selected
features to provide a theoretical literary background for Carter’s specific way of writing.
The first, theoretical part of the thesis opens with the chapter on Angela Carter’s life and work
and it outlines the major tendencies and topics of her rich oeuvre. It attempts to find links
between her life and literary work. The next chapter brings an overview of postmodernism and
its selected features, such as intertextuality, historiographic metaficiton, and magic realism. Even
though Carter’s work does not display all the features of it she employs some of its significant
strategies. In Nights at the Circus she creates a complex web of intertextual references, drawing
from other literary works, visual art, and myths. This novel also contains features of
historiographic metafiction as the fiction is interwoven with historical facts and existing figures of
the 19th century to whose turn the novel is situated. The anchorage into this particular time is
just deliberate as Carter comments on the rise of feminist issues that took place in this particular
historical period. Magic realism, as a part of postmodernism as well as an isolated literary
movement is also presented, first in general, then in Carter’s particular conception. For Carter’s
magic realism it is typical that she shatters the borders between ‘fantastic’ and the ‘real’ mainly
to push forward her idea that what is “true” is interchangeable and unstable, varying according
to the point of view. This concept of Carter´s is highly probably built up this way to be used for
her specific, encouraging notion of feminism: women are able to willingly change and shift the
realities surrounding them and step out of the preordained roles they were given and which they
nurtured themselves by accepting them. In other words, the thesis attempts to show that the
opposition of the genders is also interchangeable and unstable when perceived from and formed
by a different, feminine perspective.
The next part of the theoretical section is composed of the chapters that found a theoretical
platform for the topics which represent the crux of the thesis. These are the chapters on myth
and on Carter’s way of its deconstruction. Subsequently, the thesis introduces the chapters on
feminism in 1960s to 1980s and on Carter’s specific notion of it. The chapter on feminism in
general posits an overall base for the next one in which Carter’s provoking thoughts on feminism
and gender identity, using de Sade’s work, are presented. This chapter outlines Carter’s specific
3

notion of feminism which is not extreme and revengeful. Unlike other feminists, Carter refuses to
draw cheap consolation from myths. She believes women’s liberation should not be achieved by
reversing the dominance between the genders, or, in other words, by revenging on men but by
the conscious and harmonious coexistence of the genders. In the last section of the theoretical
part Carter’s specific use of literary language is introduced.
The second, practical part of the thesis consists of the analysis of Carter’s The Bloody Chamber
and Other Stories and Nights at the Circus. As far as the first book is concerned, the thesis first
explores how the female sexuality is portrayed in these re-visited fairy tale stories. Various,
sometimes contradictive critiques of this topic are given voice. Carter’s unique use of language is
exposed and the rich significance of the title is discussed. The last chapter on The Bloody
Chamber scrutinizes the various genres Carter applies on her stories, including fairy tales,
pornography and Gothic.
As for the second book, Nights at the Circus, the thesis first outlines the plot of this novel to
provide a framework for the latter analysis. Then it elaborates on its main character, the peculiar
winged aerialist Fevvers who is an epitome of Carter’s ideas on liberation of women. The thesis
further explores the ideas of liberation and transformation and provides examples of characters
and groups of characters who undergo this process during the novel. The analysis of the novel
continues with the Carter’s specific notion of feminine and masculine roles and relationship of
the genders within this work. Postmodern features of Nights at the Circus are explored as well,
namely the historiographic metafiction, intertextuality and magic realism. Other formal aspects
of the novel, particularly its generic classification, are presented in the chapter on genre mixture
which exemplifies distinctive features of the included genres, namely of historical novel,
picaresque and Gothic. The thesis concludes with the interpretation of Fevvers’ laughter which
possibly bears a big amount of significance within Carter’s feminism. It closes with the analysis of
the future prospects of feminism outlined by Carter towards the end of the novel.

I. Angela Carter (1940-1992): life and work
This chapter briefly introduces Carter’s life and work, presenting the important moments of her
personal life as well as her literary career. Her literary works are mentioned alongside with the
critical and public attention they gained. Main topics and tendencies of her work are provided.
4

Angela Carter was born in 1940 in Eastbourne, Sussex as Angela Stalker. She started to work as
junior reporter for the Croydon Advertiser. Nevertheless, her career there was entrammeled by
her “demonic inaccuracy as regards fact”.1 She published her first novel, Shadow Dance, in 1966
and started to win attention as well as literary prizes with her second one, The Magic Toyshop
(1967), which was awarded the John Llewellyn Rhys Prize. Even though she thereby embarked a
successful literary career she decided to leave Britain for Japan, after winning the Somerset
Maugham Award for the novel Several Perceptions, published in 1968. Unlike her career, her
personal life was faltering; therefore she decided to seek shelter and distraction in her travel to
Japan. The novels she wrote during her stay in Japan, The Infernal Desire Machines of Doctor
Hoffman (1972) and The Passion of New Eve, published in 1977, did not do very well. As the
matter of fact, Carter did not experience an upward swing in her career until the 1980s.
Attention of reviewers as well as the general reader was awakened by her second volume of
short stories, The Bloody Chamber, published in 1979. This collection of subversively rewritten
traditional fairy tales contributed to her further acknowledgement among her audience;
moreover it commenced the critical scrutiny of her work by feminist critics. By the publication of
her eighth novel, Nights at the Circus (1985), Carter was a recognized and popular author. She
reaped some more popularity from her engagement in other than written media: her “fairy tale”
The Company of Wolves was turned into a film a year before The Magic Toyshop was made for
Granada TV in 1986.
Publishing of her last novel, Wise Children (1991), is surrounded by a bleak atmosphere
stemming from her serious illness and consequent death. This novel is “an appropriate
conclusion to a life of extraordinary writing which is why, having been diagnosed as suffering
from cancer, Carter eschewed treatment to finish it”.2 Ironically, by many this novel is considered
her most accessible piece of writing; it is also the mostly read one.

I. 1. General tendencies of and influences on Carter’s writing
Carter became truly popular with critics since she provided (and still provides) them a wide field
of to work at. The oeuvre of her work is incredibly wide and manifold. In her twenty-six literarily
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productive years she managed to bring into existence nine novels, four collections of short
stories and three volumes of non-fiction. Apart from this, she wrote poetry, radio plays, film
scripts, children’s fiction etc. Logically, the critical response to such a rich body of her work
subsequently enfolds a wide range of academic disciplines, such as literary, cultural and film
theory, gender studies or philosophy.
Nevertheless, as Gamble, observes, it is not the variety of Carter’s work which makes it so
appealing; it is its depth.3 As it is further discussed later in this thesis, Carter does not aim to
merely entertain or console her reader; she provokes him or her to think as she unfolds her
sharp intellect in front of him or her, questioning prevalent concepts and systems of thought. In
Gamble’s words, Carter’s crucial assumption about the role of literature was that it should
“instruct as well as divert”.4 She encourages the reader to dismantle her texts into several layers
of meaning. As she said in 1984, “I do put everything into the novel to be read, the way you are
supposed to read Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight – on as many levels as you can comfortably
cope with at the time”.5 In Carter’s work there is a lot of material for scrutiny since it alludes to
and draws from a wide range of areas. For example, she mingles sub-genres (mainly the “less
sophisticated” ones, such as Gothic, porn, crime, romance etc.) with references to so called “high
culture” (various literary theories, well-established novels, Shakespeare’s plays, surrealism,
psychoanalysis etc.) in a way that she sophisticatedly and almost effortlessly manages to dissolve
their stereotypes and the traditional hierarchy of them. What she certainly achieved throughout
her literary career was to “challenge the very divisions of taste which deemed some genres or
forms superior to others”.6 Carter herself admits that she “tend*s+ to regard all aspects of culture
as coming in on the same level”.7 Her strategy of borrowing from various sources, genres and
modes was an intentional one, and can be demonstrated in her well known aphorism “I am all
for putting new wine in old bottles, especially if the pressure of the new wine makes the old
bottles explode”8, which wittily embodies her view on her literary work.
The fact that Carter entered the public literary field in the 1960s, the years of immense social,
political and cultural tumult, imprinted significantly in her work. The late 1950s and early 1960s
3
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were a “period of rebellion, rock-and-roll, working-class anti-heroes, and ‘Angry Young Men’,
movements with which Carter seems to share a self-conscious desire to shock, disturb and
deconstruct, and to which she adds a highly intelligent cultural criticism”.9 Many parts of the
world started to reform, losing their former bounds and rules, and trying to constitute new ones
in rather zealous mayhem. Carter aligned to these tendencies of social upheaval and she herself
described the 1960s as a time “when, truly, it felt like Year One, that all that was holy was in the
process of being profaned and we were attempting to grapple with the real relations between
human beings”.10 She managed to keep this vibrant disposition in her work – she never ceased to
strive to question any conservative suppositions.11
To sum up, Carter is a noteworthy author who draws attention by the following topics and ideas:
depiction of sexuality, portrayal of gender, disruption of myths, use of rich intertextual
references, dissolving of generic classification, particular use of magic realism etc. Carter, as an
author of rich, complicated and thought-provoking texts is “always one step ahead of you and
can therefore never quite be pinned down and satisfactorily anatomised”. 12 As a critic herself,
she understood the delight of criticism; therefore she never prescribed the way she wanted to be
understood.13 She believed fiction should be open-ended and minds-opening so that everyone
could read it in his or her own terms.14

II. Postmodernism
Angela Carter is usually ranked among postmodernist authors, however, her works are not highly
experimental ones, such as the notorious John Fowles’ The French Lieutenant’s Woman (1969).
Although her writings do not display the full range of all postmodernist techniques and practices,
she employs some of them aptly in order to establish her own unique style.
This chapter deals in brief with the poetics of postmodernism relevant for this thesis. It serves as
a theoretical background for the further practical analysis of two Carter’s books chosen for the
purposes of this thesis. It aspires to explain this (hard-to-explain) term from the historical point
of view and to define its merits. The chapter also essays to render an account of the main
9
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postmodernist textual devices, especially those which will be demonstrated on Carter’s work in
the practical part.
The term postmodernism itself is seen as rather troublesome. “’Postmodernist’? Nothing about
this term is unproblematic, nothing about it is entirely satisfactory. It is not even clear who
deserves the credit – or the blame – for coining it in the first place. *…+ But whoever is
responsible, he or she has a lot to answer for”.15 Postmodernist fiction suggests that notions of
truth and reality are mere human constructs rather than an eternal, solid, and extrinsic entity.
“Postmodernism works to show that all repairs are human construct, but that, from that very
fact, they derive their value as well as their limitation. All repairs are both comforting and
illusory. Postmodernist interrogations of humanist certainties live within this kind of
contradiction”.16 To outline the gradual change of the notion of truth from the fiction of the
nineteenth century, across modernism to postmodernism it can be posited that in the former era
it is a common experience which can be shared and mutually understood between the author
and the reader; in the latter case such an opinion was challenged and moved to individual
perspectives of reality; in the last case no eternal verities exist, everything is provisional. To sum
it up, there can be used J. F. Lyotard’s essay “The Postmodern Condition: A Report on
Knowledge”, in which he defines postmodern as incredulity towards metanarratives.17 Compared
to previous poetics, postmodernism overtly displays its practices. No more disguise – it lays bare
the artifice of illusion in front its reader.
To demarcate postmodernism historically may be equally troublesome as “stylistically”. Some
suggest it emerged after the career of the two great modernists, V. Woolf and J. Joyce, ended. It
can be also seen to first develop in the wake of the Second World War. What is also questionable
is the end of the postmodernist era. It flourished in the 1970s and 80s but many examples from
the decades before and after can be found. Certainly, not all the contemporary literary
production can be labelled postmodernist; nevertheless, it is the most significant poetics of our
time, namely the second half of the twentieth century.
As it was stated above, postmodernism rejects the concept of the universal truth and instead
plays with possible interpretations, contradictions, uncertainties and multiple perspectives. It
subverts the reader’s expectations about some definite closure; it undermines the “inviolability”
15
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of the author by communicating with the reader, reveals the fact of “fiction-making”. This
dissolves and erases the borders among the worlds of the “creator”, the “creation” and the
“consumer”; it allows the reader to disclose the fictionality of fiction itself. Postmodern fiction
creates fiction only to dismantle it later on. As Patricia Waugh in her work Metafiction: The
Theory and Practice of Self-Conscious Fiction remarks, such fiction differs from the experimental
one since it “offers both innovation and familiarity through the individual reworking and
undermining of familiar conventions”.18
Postmodern fiction reformulates the terms on which the cooperation between the author and
reader works to ignite new realities. It can be well demonstrated on the dichotomy of the
“readerly” and “writerly” texts text, (terms coined by Barthes in his 1974 book S/Z: An Essay).
The readerly one allows the reader to pick up the already prepared meaning and does not
acquire any measure of cooperativeness on the side of the reader – to produce or abstract his or
her “own meaning”. These texts are "controlled by the principle of non-contradiction".19 It
means they cohere with the usual common vision of the cosmos. Within this category there are
texts which can be labelled as "replete literature", which includes "any classic (readerly) texts"20
and which work "like a cupboard where meanings are shelved, stacked, [and] safeguarded".21 On
the other hand the writerly texts tend "to make the reader no longer a consumer but a producer
of the text"22 In other words, these texts require an active role of the reader who should
participate in locating meaning in the intentions of their culture and its other texts. “*T+he
writerly text is ourselves writing, before the infinite play of the world is traversed, intersected,
stopped, plasticized by some singular system (Ideology, Genus, Criticism) which reduces the
plurality of entrances, the opening of networks, the infinity of languages". 23 Simply put, whereas
the readerly texts are products, the writerly ones are a process.
To sum this up, postmodernism does not bring entirely new techniques – it deals with the given
limits, categories and hierarchies by challenging, subverting and mixing them. Therefore, the
main contribute of postmodernism can be seen in its power to approach text in an innovative
and unbound way, and in the ability to contest its assumptions. In Lyotard’s words, “A
18
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postmodern artist or writer is in the position of a philosopher: the text he writes, the work he
produces are not in principle governed by pre-established rules, and they cannot be judged
according to determining judgement, by applying familiar categories to the text or to the work.
Those rules or categories are what the work of art itself is looking for”.24
After the general introduction into the poetics of postmodernism in general it will be proceeded
to its particular typical practices it employs in texts. Genre mixture (or pastiche), intertextuality,
historiographic metafiction and magic realism will be discussed.

II. 1. Genre mixture or pastiche
In postmodernism the pre-established borders of literary genres dissect and become permeable.
Postmodern writers use or “paste” elements and registers of defined genres to create a new,
unique narrative. According to Hutcheon, it “is also the result of typically postmodern
transgression of previously accepted limits”.25 The merging of genres can be viewed as going
hand in hand with the postmodernist principle of de-centering, paradox and contradiction, for it
is not only genres being fused; the whole hierarchy is dissolved and the borderline between
“low” and “high” is being crossed. “Who can tell anymore what the limits are between *...+ the
novel and the long poem, *...+ the novel and biography”.26 One may argue that genre-mixing is
linked to intertextuality since it works on similar terms – they both borrow and blend. Yet in the
case of genre mixing not only meaning and pieces of work are transferred but the whole genres,
as established sets of rules, limits and conventions, are being fused. Genre mixing or pastiche is
used in abundance in popular culture; many works music, films, series or theatre are essentially
pastiche. As well as in case of intertextuality, the merging process can continue indefinitely:
established pastiches generate new ones, and so forth. “The Star Wars series of films by George
Lucas is often considered to be a pastiche of traditional science fiction television serials (or radio
shows). The fact that Lucas's films have been influential (spawning their own pastiches [...]) can
be regarded as a function of postmodernity”.27 Topics are reworked again and again as they draw
inspiration and influence from each other.

24
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Nevertheless, this merging is never unproblematic – the discourses set by one particular genre
can be undermined by the discourse of other ones. By blending more genres, the postmodernists
achieve a new and unusual result. There can be either tension or cooperation among the genres
mixed together. Pastiche juxtaposes various styles for a range of reasons. These intents vary
from paying homage, across evoking satirical or comical effect, to illustrating paradox. Parody
and mockery are often desirable outcomes, too. In his work Postmodernism: The Cultural Logic of
Late Capitalism(1991)28, the American literary critic and Marxist political theorist Fredrick
Jameson claims that pastiche is one of the most prominent characteristics of postmodernity. He
distinguishes pastiche and parody. He argues that parody (which requires a moral judgment or
comparison with societal norms) was replaced by pastiche (collage and other forms of
juxtaposition without a normative grounding).

II. 2. Intertextuality
Postmodernists state that there is no text existing as an entity which is entirely detached from
other texts, in form or in contents. “The frontiers of a book are never clear-cut [...], it is caught up
in a system of references to other books, other texts, other sentences: it is a node within a
network”.29 Texts always co-exist in the cultural and historical discourse; they grow from and
react to each other and to their predecessors. There is nothing independent or unique about a
text’s existence. “A literary work can no longer be considered original; if it were, it could have no
meaning for its reader. It is only as part of prior discourses that any text derives meaning and
significance.”30 This quotation hints at the fact about human’s cognition: learning and
understanding is always implemented in a net of mutual connections. A piece of information,
dissimilar to any already existing one, falls through the web, unremembered. All texts create an
indiscrete continuum working on the basis of an interwoven network - they influence and borrow
from each other. “An intertextual space is constituted whenever we recognize the relations
among two or more texts, of between specific texts and larger categories such as genre, school,
period”.31 Intertextuality can demonstrate itself in various ways: it can be a sole reference,
allusion, parallel, dialogue, or a whole style imitation. Intertextuality challenges centralised,
28
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totalized meaning. “Its willed and wilful provisionality rests largely upon its acceptance of the
inevitable textual infiltration of prior discursive practices”.32 Not only the textual but also the
“wordly” co-existence occurs. In postmodernist works it is referred not only to other texts but
also to other authors or some other cultural creation such as history, philosophy, visual arts,
sociology etc. Therefore, as Hutcheon observes, “interdiscursivity would perhaps be a more
accurate term for the collective models of discourse from which the postmodern parodically
draws”.33
Intertextuality replaces the author - text relationship with the one between the text and the
reader. The reader is an active participant who re-interprets the text. The reader is no longer a
passive vehicle of texts; he or she is a medium for the texts’ effects to come into play. As
Simandan maintains, in Barthes’ theory of intertextuality the text does not stand as a sole and
demarcated phenomenon which can be only unanimously understood, but it is “an element open
to various interpretations by readers”.34 He believes that only the modernist literature and that
which emerged after provides the reader a chance to become fully active in production of
meaning.35 Roland Barthes’ term “death of the Author”, which was pronounced in his
eponymous essay in 1967, is one of the best known claims about the characteristics of
intertextuality. As Simandan observes about Barthes, he combines linguistic (Saussure’s theory of
signified and signifier) and psychoanalytical theories “to argue that the origin of the text is not a
unified authorial consciousness, but a plurality of other words, other utterances, and other
texts”.36 Barthes argues that there exists nothing outside the text: he states that the meaning
does not originate in the author himself, in his unique conscience and from his unique
experience, but that the author is merely a scriptor, arranger or complier of the pre-existing
possibilities within the language system.37 “Meaning comes not from the author but from
language viewed intertextually”.38 Following the web of drawing meaning from other texts does
not lead to the “original” meaning or to its source, though.39 Allen does not think that it is
sufficient to presume that the text is constructed from a medley of quotations and that it is
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ample to find these text's pretexts and regard them as the signified of the texts signifiers.40 “The
inter-texts [...] are themselves intertextual constructs, and are themselves able to offer us
nothing more than signifiers”.41 For Barthes, the pleasure intertextuality conveys lies within the
quest of chasing the routes of meaning. Consequently, it seems that the only redeeming value of
texts is how they participate in this game.
While the role of the author is diminished the importance of the reader’s active role is stressed.
“A text is made from multiple writings, drawn from many cultures and entering into mutual
relations of dialogue, parody, contestation, but there is one place where this multiplicity is
focused, and that place is the reader, not [...] the author. The reader is the space on which all the
quotations that make up the writing are inscribed without any of them being lost; a text’s unity
lies not in its origin but in its destination… the birth of the reader must be at the cost of the
death of the Author”.42 The author then is viewed only as an arranger or compiler of the already
existing texts, likewise the text is, then, “a tissue of quotations drawn from the innumerable
centers of culture”.43 Certainly, this accentuates the reader’s proficiency and erudition not only
in literature but also in other fields of culture.

II. 3. Historiographic metafiction
This chapter briefly comments on another postmodernist feature – historiographic metafiction.
Historiographic metafiction is a postmodernist art form that works with parody, textual play, and
textual re-conceptualization. This term was coined by Hutcheon in her works Poetics of
Postmodernism and Historiographic Metafiction: Parody and the Intertextuality of History (1989).
As the term implies, it deals with re-writing history or what is known as historical facts. It also
refers to the fact that it is an openly and admittedly self-conscious process employed by authors.
Boundaries between fiction and non-fiction are crossed as borders between life and art are
challenged and “*h+istorical narrative continuity and closure are contested”. 44 Using
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historiographic metafiction, postmodernists want to explore the epistemological possibilities of
history, in other words, whether and how people can get the knowledge of the past.
Hutcheon states, that in postmodernism, “history is not made obsolete: it is *…+ being rethought
as a human construct”.45 This makes history a manifold text open to various readings rather than
a distinct and irrefutable fact. Paradoxically, it does not mean history would cease to exist; the
access to it is just conditioned by its proclaimed textuality.46 All the historical data are textual –
documents, eye-witnesses, evidence or institutions. History is no longer seen as reliable and
stable; it functions in a dialogue with presence, or, with fiction. Fiction and history are believed
to work on similar bases as they draw from each other in their mutual relation. “They are
different, though they share social, cultural, and ideological contexts, as well as formal
techniques. Novels incorporate social and political history to some extent *…+ historiography, in
turn, is as structured, coherent, and teleological as any narrative fiction”.47 Historiographic
metafiction “does not deny the existence of the past; it does question whether we can ever
know that past other than through its textualized remains”.48 Historiographic metafiction calls
into inquiry historical limitations by inserting elements of fiction within historical context and the
other way round. ”Fact” is unveiled as an author’s assigned meaning or subjective interpretation
of an event. Historical representation is disclosed to be inconclusive; it is just another narrative
applying the same devices used in fiction.

II. 4. Magic realism
The term was first used in 1925 by a German critic Franz Roth. One of the most well-known
magic realistic works is the Gabriel García Marquéz’s novel One Hundred Years of Solitude (1967).
Later on, by the 1990s, it became “the literary language of the emergent postcolonial world“.49
Magic realism can be considered a self-sustaining and full-fledged genre as well as one of the
techniques employed in postmodern texts. For the purpose of this thesis it will be viewed as the
latter one. Magic realism is the introduction of miscellaneous fantastic or imaginary objects,
characters or elements into otherwise “normal” narrative. It reveals the “magical, supernatural
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subtext operating within the visibly real level of the human condition”.50 Magical and
supernatural elements blend and fuse with everyday reality, thereby creating a seeming that
they are somehow common, too. Myths and fairy tales are employed to amplify the dream-like
and surrealistic atmosphere. The epistemological questions are installed and the nature of
perception is challenged. Hand in hand with postmodernist principle of de-centralisation, this
literary technique reappraises and displaces the formerly dominant position of Western rationalempirical thinking. Phenomena are not dismembered, explained, labelled, and archived (as
phenomena usually are in the Western tradition) but they are exposed in its naked matter-offactness. In the realm of magic realism disturbing and implausible elements work in terms of
unremarkable, everyday banality. Thus, when the reader faces occurrence of supernatural
phenomena, such as magic happening, ghosts speaking, people flying and time and space
stretching and shrinking, he or she is forced to work them into otherwise ordinary discourse. As a
result, reader‘s expectations are constantly confounded and he or she is prevented from the
“suspension of disbelief” (a phrase coined by Coleridge in his Biographia Literaria, 1817).
The most striking feature of magic realism is considered the above mentioned mixing of realistic
and fantastic elements. Nevertheless, it is important to point out that it becomes problematic
when one wants to explain and distinguish these two rather contingent opposites. They are
based on the cultural practise of the given world-view. “It migrates depending on who the
perceiver is; magical realism is born, *…+, in the gap between the belief systems of *...+ very
different groups of people“ 51, and thus what would be considered incredible and fantastic within
one culture could be seen as perfectly acceptable or “normal” in another one. This unclear
dichotomy between “realistic” and “fantastic” is influenced by cultural contingency of categories
within which the reality is presented and it depends on literary and social conventions on which
these categories are based.52 It provokes a certain measure of scepticism about the possibility of
positioning what is and is not “real”.53 The Western empirical paradigm is undermined for, as
magic realism suggests, it may not be the only path leading to knowledge and “truth”.
Alternative approaches to reality should be employed, such as myths, tales, dreams or art.54
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From what has been stated one may infer that there is merely some difference between the
genre of fantasy and magic realism. However, they do vary. Whereas in magic realism there is an
omnipresent tension between the supernatural and natural elements, in fantasy the predefined
set of magical features operates in a realist mode - all the elves, goblins, dragons, werewolves,
ghosts etc. are explicitly allowed in the realm of fairy tales and fantasy. 55 On the other hand,
magic realism sets up a world which is a recognisable mimeses of the extratextual world,
apparently establishing the standards of literary realism, only not to oblige these standards time
to time.56 This creates an impression of hesitation and disbelief in the reader. “Disbelief is
provoked at every turn”.57 Instead of being sure about the practices of a depicted world the
reader finds himself or herself in a persistent state of suspension and anticipation, confused to
which set of literary norms to apply in the text.58
In connection with ideas of de-centralization and ex-centricity, which are familiar from the postcolonial theory (which scrutinizes ethnical and racial identity, gender, sexual orientation, cultural
heritage etc.), the irrational was traditionally understood as marginal, as the “other”.59 The magic
realism helps to embrace these margins of the field of perceiving reality and brings these issues
into the limelight: “What for the inhabitant of the ‘First World’ is magical (a woman who ascends
to heaven, [...], priests who can levitate [...]) is real and unremarkable for the inhabitant. [...]To
keep the symmetry, what for the inhabitant of the ‘Third World’ is magical (false teeth, magnets,
films, trains, ice) is real and unremarkable for the inhabitant of the ‘First World’”.60 The margins,
or the ex-centric, meaning here the “third world”, are given voice alongside and in comparison
with traditionally preferred “first world”.61
Another interesting feature of magic realism is “literalization of metaphor”.62 What would be
usually taken as a figure of speech, as a language ornament, turns out to be a real entity in magic
realistic writings.63 Imaginary, abstract concepts have their literal, existing counterparts in the
narrative of magic realism: there is a smooth bilateral transfer between the material and
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immaterial, in other words, words can materialize.64 (This literalization of metaphor can be found
in the wings Carter has endowed her heroine Fevvers with, which will be discussed in the
practical part.)
To sum up, magic realism encourages the individual human experience and personal
understanding of reality, rendering it equally important as objective reality itself. The Western
empirical and scientific understanding of the world is questioned and also complemented by
these alternative views.

III. Magic realism in Carter’s works
Carter’s short stories and novels undoubtedly contain all the critical features which characterise
magic realism, may it be the “*e+xtravagant fabrication in a realistic frame, fantastic twists of the
plot, or other encounters with the supernatural, infusion of fairy tale, folklore or mythic strands”.
These all “created the very nature of ‘Carterland’”.65 For Carter, “everything is to be counted,
both the material world and the products of our imaginations, and most especially what is
uncomfortable: freaks, outlaws, cannibals, fairies, monsters, symbols – whatever we normally
edit out from ‘reality’”.66 She employs a rich layer of fantastic or just very “different” creatures,
plots and occurrences.
As Sceats observes, stimulated by her extensive travels to the United States, Asia, Australia and
Europe Carter adopts a stranger’s view on Britain and thus sees British culture as a wonderfully
exotic and peculiar world. As Sceats mentions, by disturbing her sense of the centre and the
margins, by experiencing “the other”, Carter does no longer perceive Britain (or the Western
world) as the only “common” world. She enjoys being alienated from her environment; or as she
put it, “alienated is the only way to be, after all”67. In Carter’s work the magic realist goes hand in
hand with the postmodernist. “*S+he makes promiscuous use of European and other cultures;
drawing on philosophy, fairy tales, high art, kitsch, Shakespeare and cinema, she juggles England
with the rest of the world without batting an eyelid”.68 In the rich melting pot of Carter’s writing
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the ingredients of magic realism, pastiche, intertextuality and de-centralism are mixed in a
postmodernist way.
Carter’s use of magic realism is rather unique and peculiar. As Franková indicates, Carter does
not feel to be influenced by other magic realistic authors, such as the German writer Günter
Grass or the South American novelists, e.g. Gabriel García Márquez or Salman Rushdie.69 In fact,
she sees a great difference between her and their works. 70 Carter claims that “her work stems
from completely dissimilar social background and is formed by other social impressions”.71
Franková also explains that whereas there is a rich source of fantastic material for South
American writers in their national folklore, country and even existing shamans, Carter is left to
draw this material rather from her own imagination, fantasy or experience. “Unlike them Carter
has to fabricate much more because modern Britain does not provide such a ‘completed’
fictional material”.72 Franková finds the actual source of Carter’s invention in the European and
British oral and literary cultural tradition.73 Carter did not share the life experience of colonized
nations of South America; her cultural background was entirely different and therefore she used
another cultural material to fuel her magical realism.74 William Rowe argues that Carter uses it
just as a “model”, a fashionable tool: “In the 1980s magical realism became a genre formula,
transferable to scenarios that lacked the particular historical characteristics [...], and was even
adopted as a model by non-Latin American writers (such as Angela Carter) “.75 However, the
fantastic overlay is not the core of Carter’s expression. She rather hopes that the audience would
unveil the fact that through her fantasies and dream-like reality she tries to criticize “real social
constructs and attitudes”.76
In her magic realism, Carter mainly achieves “to challenge and subvert some of the existing
narratives by destabilising relationships between the ‘fantastic’ and the ‘real’”, so that it would
be in vain to try to distinguish between these two entities.77 For what is true does not rest
unchanged on a pedestal forever, however, it is interchangeable and unstable, varying according
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to the point of view. The immense potential of Carter’s writing lies in its capacity to keep this
unstable multiplicity.

IV. On myths
Before explaining how Carter deals with myths it is important to define the term “myth” itself. Its
functions and origins are briefly discussed in this chapter. The way the phenomenon of myths
has been viewed throughout the history is provided as well.
According to Merriam-Webster dictionary, it is “a usually traditional story of ostensibly historical
events that serves to unfold part of the world view of a people or explain a practice, belief, or
natural phenomenon”.78 It can be deduced from this definition that myths’ main purpose was
helping people to overcome the confusion and terror stemming from the various inexplicable
phenomena of life on Earth in the primordial age. Before the age of reason and science, myths
were supposed to console people who fought hard with overwhelmingly harsh life conditions
and life’s mysteries. They helped to prescribe desirable patterns of behaviour, too. As such, they
contributed to establish a certain order and hierarchy in the functioning of the world which, to
the ancients, might have seem to be just a shattered collection of incongruent realities hard to
understand. "[M]ythic discourse deals in master categories that have multiple referents: levels of
the cosmos, terrestrial geographies, plant and animal species, logical categories, and the like.
Their plots serve to organize the relations among these categories and to justify a hierarchy
among them, establishing the rightness (or at least the necessity) of a world in which heaven is
above earth, the lion the king of beasts, the cooked more pleasing than the raw". 79 On one hand,
myths helped people to acquaint within the mysterious workings of the universe but at the same
time they strengthened and labelled stereotypes of beliefs. Thanks to this the stereotypes have
survived for so long. “As sacred stories, myths are often endorsed by rulers and priests and
closely linked to religion or spirituality”.80 They legitimized people’s assumptions, and handed
down and empowered by priests, they developed into a system of teaching which provided a
satisfactory interpretation of the outer world. Myths also helped to establish, name and
understand the past and the origins of life, humans and nature. “Myths are prose narratives
which, in the society in which they are told, are considered to be true accounts of what
78
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happened in the remote past”.81 Myths were regarded as true by their audience as well as their
narrators, even though they were actually just humans’ assumptions. The well-known subjects of
myths are usually gods, animals, natural and supernatural occurrences and humans. As Eliade
maintains, myths explain how the world gained its current form and functioning and how
customs, dogmas and taboos came into existence.82 She also posits that one of the most
important functions of myths is to outline the patterns of appropriate behaviour. 83 Another
function of myths is that “*b+y telling or re-enacting myths, members of traditional societies
detach themselves from the present and return to the mythical age, thereby bringing themselves
closer to the divine”.84 Myth serves as a detached realm of order humans can enter to sooth
their souls.
Not only primitive communities felt the need for the unifying and consoling power of myths.
Even the modern society explores religious experience myths can provide. Roland Barthes in his
Mythologies (1972) argues that “*b+ecause it is not the job of science to define human morality, a
religious experience is an attempt to connect with a perceived moral past, which is in contrast
with the technological present”.85 In other words, modern science has already mapped and
explained the material world; however, the spiritual part of being still remains open to
exploration and interpretation. Myths seem to offer a link to the ancient wisdom and moral
code.
The origins of myths are not clear, nevertheless, there are various theories offering different
views on this problematic. One of them, suggested by Bulfinch, claims that myths are highly
twisted stories about figures or events that actually formerly existed.86 According to this theory
of Bulfinch’s, these figures were eventually raised to the pedestal of deities and gods by
storytellers’ continuous employment of them in tales and stories.87 For example, “the myth of
the wind-god Aeolus evolved from a historical account of a king who taught his people to use
sails and interpret the winds”.88 Other theory, supported by Honko, proposes that myths evolved
81
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from allegories.89 She suggests that gods might have come into existence by becoming an
epitome of a certain natural phenomenon, for example Apollo representing the sun, Aphrodite
representing desire etc.90 In other words, a natural quality was anthropomorphized so that it
could more easily act in mythical tales as a character.
The view on myths has been changing throughout the history. Their position, function and
prestige in culture have been altering in relation to the tendencies and developments in society.
In the 19th century the first scholarly theories on myth appeared. Many of them condemned
myths as irrational and obsolete as opposed to modern science based on reason and experiment.
For example Max Müller, a German philologist and Orientalist, developed a theory in which he
labelled myths as a “disease of language”.91 He meant that in primordial languages there were no
means of denoting supernatural or spiritual phenomena; no figures of speech which would be
able to express these immaterial entities or ideal concepts. Thus, he claims, myth “transforms
concepts into beings and stories”.92 As for this theory, it seems that the necessity of oral
elaborating on these concepts led to their embodiment into human, god or animal figures. A
Scottish social anthropologist, James George Frazer, suggests, as the time went, men came to
practising the magical rituals only by the force of habit.93 Finally, as people were already able to
scrutinize nature’s laws through science they became aware of the fact that nature is driven
solely by its own, natural laws.94 Through this assumption myths were again relegated as
obsolete by science.95 As Frazer puts it, men followed the path of interpreting the world “from
magic through religion to science”.96
These concepts were not unanimously shared by the all the 19 th century scholars, though. As for
Lucien-Lévy Bruhl, a French philosopher, sociologist and ethnologist, he suggested that "the
primitive mentality is a condition of the human mind, and not a stage in its historical
development".97 The theories of modern mythology adhere to this assumption.
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The 20th century theories of myth refused the 19th century idea of science and myths as
contradictory poles. Myth was no longer considered an overthrown concept overshadowed by
science. It was believed to be a principle deeply rooted in humans’ nature. The 20 th century
theories in general "have tended to see myth as almost anything but an out-dated counterpart to
science *…+. Consequently, moderns are not obliged to abandon myth for science". 98 For
interpreting myths and their psychological background the work of the Swiss psychologist Carl
Gustav Jung is noteworthy. This thinker is well-known for mapping the psychology behind the
world of myths. He came up with the concept of archetypes which was broadly used in
psychology. The archetypes are a certain set of images, shared by all humans, that are produced
by universal innate psychological forces, or, in other words, by collective unconsciousness. Jung
underpinned this theory of archetypes’ universality by the occurrence of striking similarities
among myths from various cultures from all around the world. He outlined five basic archetypes
that usually take form of various images, such as The Sage, The Old Wise Man, The Great
Mother, The Devil, The Warrior etc. Images of these archetypes frequently occur in various forms
of art, such as painting, sculpture, film or literature. In Jung’s psychology, myths in general can be
seen as “the expression of a culture or society’s goals, fears, ambitions and dreams”. 99 Another
thinker, Claude Lévi-Strauss suggested that “myths reflect patterns in the mind” and he proposed
that those patterns are rather “fixed mental structures — specifically, pairs of opposites (i.e.
good/evil, compassionate/callous) — than as unconscious feelings or urges”100, developing quite
a similar theory.
As stated before, myths may have been refused and denounced in some stages of humans’
development; nevertheless, they have managed to survive to the present days, even in the
culture of the Western world which is known for its modernity and inclination to science and
reason. In the past, myths were passed orally and thus could reach only a limited distance and
number of listeners: a family, a tribe, a village. These days, however, the media and modern
means of communication enable any information spread much faster, further and in bigger
volumes than ever. No matter through which media it is broadcasted, the myth seems to persist.
Television, radio, cinema, computer games, comic books, the Internet etc. are able to spread any
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kind of information quickly and effectively, so that various elements of myths they transmit,
among other various material, can be observed by a broad audience. Film is the ultimate form of
narrative in the modern era and together with the Internet, which is the utmost forwarder of
information, they are the modern bearers of myths. Therefore, these media can be understood
as a means of myth’s evolution. As Corner is paraphrased, “*a+lthough the range of narratives, as
well as the medium in which it is being told is constantly increasing, it is clear that myth
continues to be a pervasive and essential component of the collective imagination”.101

V. Carter’s deconstruction of myths
Carter’s strategy of dealing with myths is further elaborated on in the chapter about Carter’s
feminism. In this chapter the review on her mythopoetics is briefly outlined. The fact Carter often
deals with fairy tales, myths, fantasy and other immaterial topics does not necessarily mean she
does it to enforce these myths; on the contrary - she tries to deconstruct them, to undermine
their finite value and to dissolve the categories they establish.
She considers herself a fervent socialist and, even more importantly, a materialist. At the base of
all her fictions, although fantastic, “lies a hardnosed awareness of reality and a desire to compel
the reader to face up to their responsibilities in a harsh material world”.102 This feature of
Carter’s nature can be traced down in her feminist writings as well as in her treatment of myths
and fairy tales. Carter believes that this world, our here and now, is all there is. She asserts that
“myths are products of the human mind and reflect only aspects of material human practice”.103
And the practice is what she wishes to change by her writing. As she expressed herself
pertinently: “I’m in the demythologising business”.104 This position she prescribed to herself,
thus the function of “demythologiser”105, lies at the crux of her role as a writer. She creates her
literary fiction to unveil and shiver the fiction that surrounds and rules people’s everyday lives,
or, in other words, “she writes to make us think”.106
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Carter believes that myths are shackles that bound women to behave illiberally, according to
traditional patterns. On the other hand, she occupies a critical point of view towards female
passivity as she claims that women are partly responsible for their disadvantageous position in
the social hierarchy.107 She argues that women are also liable for the perpetual renewal of the
ossified construct of femininity and traditionally understood male-female relationships; however,
this opinion of Carter’s does not conform to the radical feminist critique which cuts women loose
from such an obligation.108

VI. Feminism during 1960s-1980s
This chapter shortly discusses the developments of feminist movement in the 60s, 70s and 80s of
the twentieth century since this is approximately the time in which Carter wrote her works
discussed by this thesis. The chapter aims to provide a brief background for the comparison of
the general development of women´s movement (its main ideas and directions) to individual
views on this topic held by Carter herself.
This period is usually referred to as the Second wave feminism, logically successive after the first
one which dates back into the 19th and early 20th century. It originated in the 1960s in the USA a
later spread to other parts of the Western world.109 As Encyclopaedia Britannica notes, while the
first wave was of women’s movement focused primarily on basic legal issues, mainly gaining the
right of women's suffrage, the second considered all areas of women’s lives, such as family and
work.110 In other words, the first one, which engaged in basic civil rights, such as right to be
educated, property rights etc., prepared the ground for the second one which demanded to
obtain more delicate and intricate aims, such as reproductive rights, marital rape law, custody
and divorce law etc.
The life during the time of the second wave of women’s movement in the Anglo-American world
was highly politicised and thus Second wave feminism saw the social and cultural inequalities
between sexes tightly bound with the political sphere.111 Women perceived their personal lives
intertwined with politics - an area so far strictly dominated by men - and felt encouraged to
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challenge and disrupt its sexist nature of power and dominance, reached through violence. In big
numbers, women embarked in traditionally male areas, such as military, media, sport and “male”
jobs.112
Second wave of feminism was provoked by the post-war development of the western society
when the domesticity of women was being re-claimed; the turbulent changes in society after the
World War II witnessed phenomena such as baby boom, great economic growth, return to the
traditional nuclear family, move to the family-friendly suburbs and companionate marriages.113
These marriages were based on women’s loyalty, fidelity and a passive domestic role as a
housekeeper and baby-sitter. This prototype of life is well pictured for example in the 2002 film
drama Hours. One of its female characters, Laura Brown, lives in a golden cage of American
suburbs where she does not lack any material comfort. However, she is desperate and depressed
by the every-day stereotype and beaten by the lack of freedom, independence and opportunities
for personal self-fulfilment. At the end she surrenders to her havenless situation and commits a
suicide.
Women who had already conquered men’s positions and who got accustomed to their newacquired economic independence they got during and after the Second World War were now
being forced to make a step back. This clash of intentions led into a large upheaval of women’s
political and social activities. For example Betty Friedan’s sociological study The Feminine
Mystique (1963) helped to intensified women’s endeavour to escape the golden cages of their
marriages by advising women not to follow the image that mainstream media created about
them and to fully use their talent and potential instead.114 The study pictured “how easily the
well-educated and intelligent women surrender to the life of intellectual mediocrity and
marriage because of their worries not to become overeducated and thus unattractive for men
who long for the domestic comfort”115 and encouraged women not to reconcile with this poor
set of values and aims outlined for them by men. These values of marriage, children and home
were supposed to be their “ideal of happiness, the myth of femininity”. 116 Friedan inspired
immense numbers of women to gather their courage for “self-realization, self-confidence and
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professional career without setting them against men (unlike some other feminists) and
degrading the importance of home, family and maternity”.117
In the 1960 “The Pill” was introduced and in 1961 it was made available. This contraceptive aid
changed lives of a vast number of women who were finally allowed to build their careers without
being afraid of an unexpected and unwanted pregnancy.118 This emancipative device gave
women a great freedom in deciding about their lives as it was no longer bound to the biological
imperative. Women started to permeate into sphere of more prestigious jobs, the most visible
and controversial of which was politics. President Kennedy was very supportive in women
empowerment, making their rights the crucial issue in the New Frontier (a term coined by
Kennedy himself, referring to the new decade of 1960s which opened new possibilities – new
chances as well as threats) and encouraging women to occupy high positions in his
administrative.119 In Britain, a woman became the first and so far the only Prime Minister of
United Kingdom. Margaret Thatcher, who served office during years 1979-1990, was not
acknowledged unanimously positively among feminists. By ones, she was taken as a positive
cause of a female figure in politics; by others, she was rather criticised as an unfavourable female
representative. Nevertheless, she gained success and respect in the traditionally male sphere. As
Kuras writes, Thatcher was a “conscientious mother and approached politics in a motherly
practical way”.120
The end of the second-wave feminist era can be regarded to come in the controversial intrafeminist debate over such intimate and delicate topics as sexuality and pornography, labelled as
Feminist Sex Wars.121 These disputes introduced the third wave of feminism that occurred at the
break of 1980s and 1990s.122 This disagreement is also referred to as Sex Wars or Porn Wars.123
Since Angela Carter openly and frequently deals with topics of sexuality in her works it will not be
without interest to explore them a little.
Towards the beginning of the 1980s, the feminist discourse shifted to debate over sexuality and
pornography, dividing feminists in two antagonistic parties: the pro-sex and anti-pornography
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feminists.124 Opinions of the latter ones developed from fundamental arguments provided by
lesbianism, e.g. the notion of patriarchal supremacy in sexuality.125 Ellen Willis referred to these
relations as being “based on male power backed by force”.126 This branch of feminists argues
that the genre of pornography is exclusively produced by men and for men and that it reflects
and perpetuates the man-dominant paradigm in sexual relations.127 In her 1981 book
Pornography: Men Possessing Women, Andrea Dworkin, an anti-pornography feminist, argues
that the crux of pornography is the males’ dominance over women and as such it is detrimental
to women and their well-being.128 As McBride observes, she recognizes the viewing effect on
men as harmful since they automatically internalize the workings of a pornographic scenario and
its misogynist depicting of women.129 Dworkin’s sympathiser, Robin Morgan, creates a clear link
between pornography and violence in her statement that "pornography is the theory, rape is the
practice".130 On the other side of the feministic spectrum the pro-sex feminists refused the antipornography concepts as repression of sexuality and a turning back to censored display of this
topic.131 The convergence of the above mentioned feminist groups can be also shown on the
case of prostitution. The anti-prostitution feminists disapprove it; they claim women making
their living as prostitutes are victims of the patriarchal system which limits their possibilities so
that they are condemned by economic necessity to sex work. 132 Even though prostitution may
seem as an effective means of making money, anti-prostitution feminist argue that is it again
men – the pimps – who control prostitutes’ wages.133 These feminists see women as a
disadvantaged group in society, oppressed and harmed by prostitution, directly or indirectly, and
they believe that the principle of prostitutions sends to men a message that women’s body can
be bought and used to their liking.134 Through their economic dominance men can easily obtain
the position of physical supremacy and absolute power, which perpetuates the whole process; to
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say nothing of the side effects such as sexually transmitted diseases etc.135 On the other hand,
the sex-positive perspective appreciates the fact that prostitutes are active agents who take their
life and work in their own hands and who have an open attitude towards sex issues and body
pleasures.136
In this dispute, Carter advocates the sex-positive side. Her particular views on female sexuality
and porn are provided in one of the following chapters.
This debate remains unclosed until the present days; however, it brought many new topics from
the field of sexuality to the public and prompted them to be further discussed.137

VII. Angela Carter’s notion of feminism: myths, sexuality, power, identity,
pornography
This chapter deals with Angela Carter’s concept of feminism. The idiosyncrasies of her approach
to this topic which was very vividly discussed in the academic as well as public circles of the
1970s and 1980s are mentioned. It shows the eccentricity of her attitudes and opinions which
perturbed readers as well as feminist and literary critics.
Carter was a very influential and broadly discussed author of the 1970s and 80s. The aspect of
feminism was one of the areas in which she had an undisputable influence upon her audience.
Carter’s work had played an indispensable role in forming and reformulating views on feminism
among her audience. Her tendency to subvert standards in general (e.g. standards of literary
genres, relationships between the sexes, the distribution of power etc.) caused a vigorous debate
among critics.138 As Gamble reports, the most debated topic was certainly Carter’s concern for
feminism.139 Carter considered herself “a very old-fashioned kind of feminist”140 whose main
interest lay in inquiring the nature of being a woman in a real world. Despite this announcement
Carter was not a “regular” type of feminist either. She was the one who explored work of
Marquiz de Sade, the earl of pornography, put her female characters into terrible situations of
135
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sexual violence and thus created work which could be hardly called politically correct.141 These
characteristics make her a rather non-conform and adventurous kind of feminist writer.
The view on Carter among her audience differs. Her admirers claim that she that she embarked
such risky strategies only to “deconstruct the power structures which render women vulnerable
to such sexual exploitation”.142 Her opponents, on the other hand, argued that it is not possible
to play with such depiction of women without getting caught in enforcing and perpetuating
these structures.143 Moreover, unlike the usual feminist practise, she liked men (whom she
presented as objects of women’s sexual desire) and as she said herself, did not feel dismissive
towards them as her feminist contemporaries tended to do.144
Throughout her writings Carter undertakes a feminist critique of the Western tradition and
culture. She deconstructs the myths, in which women are pictured in a totalizing manner. She
considers the sense of female sexual identity as enforced by the patriarchy deeply upsetting,
inconvenient and unacceptable. She articulates her central feministic proposition postulating
that femininity does not exist as such. Carter believes that it is a learned pattern which is socially
and personally restraining and thus needs to be questioned and then perhaps re-constructed.
This need, as Carter believes, “is not purely an area of women’s interest, because men live in
myths about women as well and they are influenced by them even more since women, at least
deep inside their souls, know that these myths are not based on truth”.145 Carter also claims here
that she does not write cheap feminist agitprops.146 On the contrary, she wants to open and
encourage a public dispute, using her conviction that “women are human, too, and everything is
relative”.147 She turns from the universal to the particular, from the specified to the specific,
from the mythically bound to the down-to-earthly free. She does not wish to command her
readers how to live; she wishes them to think independently and to pursue the order of things
themselves.148
Based on the theory of binary oppositions, women in the Western societies were seen as the
weak, subordinate, driven by emotions only, passive, and incapable ones. Their position was
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defined by men who considered themselves leaders: strong, dominating, reasonable, active and
capable. The position was dependent on the one men occupied – in other words, women were
allowed to take what was left. Trying to surpass the borders of the pattern men had established
used to be considered outrageous (e.g. in certain cultural groups and historical periods having
more than one sexual partner was marked as adultery, wearing trousers was condemned as
insolence and enjoying sexual intercourse was doomed and punished as witchery). Carter
questions the advisability of these opposites and tries to re-establish them. In her works she
deliberates her heroines from the perpetual patriarchal oppression women have suffered
throughout the history, such as being humiliated, ruled and owned.
Yet she cannot be marked as an ardent type of a feminist; she rather habituates a non-extreme
position in the battle of sexes. Instead of the vengeance upon the ever-oppressive male gender
she aims to reach the state of balance by subverting gender stereotypes. Rather than dividing the
male and the female in the struggling adversaries of the oppressors and the oppressed she
“strives for balance between these two opposing polarities”.149 Carter wishes to find this new
balance through “to rehumanis*ing+ and rehistoricis*ing+ figures of the female”.150 In The Sadeian
Woman and the Ideology of Pornography (1979), Carter proposes the “complexity of human
relations”.151 Instead of women being set units of given characteristics anchored in patriarchal
tradition, myths, and history, she supports “woman’s growth toward healthy adult identity”.152
She contemplates the need of the necessity to undermine the habitual stereotypes between men
and women. She tries to tear down especially those that were created by men about women
since they lack understanding and serve an oppressive purpose. She wittily states, that “*t+he
notion of a universality of human experience is a confidence trick, and the notion of a
universality of female experience is a clever confidence trick”.153 She believes there are no
stereotypical patterns of behaviour women are supposed to follow; she wishes women extricate
from the bonds of archetypal stereotypes, which are mere mental constructs, and design their
own personalities, using their independent power of will. She tries to prevent women from
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identifying “with images of themselves as victims of patriarchal oppression”.154 Simply, she wants
to provoke her audience and encourage them to think out of customary habits of thought.
Carter also pays attention to the distribution of power between sexes. She uses Sade’s
dichotomy of Juliette, the victimizer, and Justine, the victim, or by Atwood suggested concept of
“tiger-and-lamb”,155 to show the difference in the will to power between these two poles. Sade
saw sex as a matter of power, not gender. This power overlapped the walls of bedrooms and was
linked to the social and political structures. In his work Justine or The Misfortunes of Virtue, 1791,
the character Justine believes that her exceptional virtue shall be eventually rewarded. Instead,
she is repeatedly exposed to sexual humiliation, exploitation, violence and torture. Even after
being constantly assured of the contrary, Justine believes that virtue lies in not having or at least
not enjoying sex. Carter shows that Justine is wrong for she misunderstands the very nature of
virtue. Justine also willingly and blindly ignores the workings of society where the corrupted
prosper and the virtuous languish. It is interesting to compare Justine to Samuel Richardson’s
heroine Pamela, depicted in his work Pamela, or Virtue Rewarded about 30 years earlier (1740),
who reaches victory on her journey to virtue; eventually she manages to reform Mr. B and lives
with him “happily ever after”. On the other hand, Justine’s sister Juliette embraces her sexuality
and throughout this acknowledgement she gains power and wealth, and reaches her aims
(through fiendishly cruel methods, though). Therefore, it is not gender what stakes out being
powerful or being powerless; it is the will and attitude to power.
However, with power comes responsibility. Carter is critical in her approach to female’s passivity
and “leaves women with responsibility for their status in society and for persistence of the outdated construct of femininity and traditionally acknowledged relations between men and
women”.156 As stated above, Carter is not a part of the radical feminist critique; in this statement
of hers she diverges from it notably for it does not ascribe such a commitment to women.
Unlike Sade who postulates inalterability of counterparts of virtue and vice, “Carter’s
arrangements

are

more

subject

to

mutability”157,
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and

metamorphosis”.158 If women are to avoid becoming men’s prey they must willingly accept a bit
of this “tigerishness” and extricate themselves from the bonds of patriarchal stereotypes and
myths. In The Sadeian Woman, Carter warns that “if women allow themselves to be consoled for
their culturally determined lack of access to the modes of intellectual debate by the invocation of
hypothetical great goddesses, they are simply flattering themselves into submission”.159 From
Carter’s point of view, myth is a force pushing women back into their “golden cages” into which
men tried to lock them to tame them and make them dependent upon them. Being a socialist
and materialist, she posits that myths come from pure theory, not from the everyday down-toearth practice.
Another important part of Carter’s feminism is bold depicting sexuality– eroticism is not only a
frequent topic, but more importantly, a tool of insistent subversion of traditional principles. In
1987, New Society nicknamed her the “high priestess of post-graduate porn”.160 As Makinen
states, “Carter’s work has consistently dealt with representations of the physical abuse of
women in phallocentric cultures, of women alienated from themselves within the male gaze, and
conversely of women who grab their own sexuality and fight back, of women troubled by and
even powered by their own violence”.161 The sphere of sexuality becomes Carter’s ground for
exerting an aggressive subversiveness towards traditional relations between sexes. In Carter’s
prose, men are often objects of women’s sexual attention. “By inverting the traditionally
envisaged dichotomy man/woman in which woman represents the sexual object Carter pursues
the aims of feminist discourse”.162 Usually, the nature of this relationship in Carter’s writing does
not lie in emotions and romantic love but in sensual and physical attraction instead.
Virginity plays an important and rather peculiar role in Carter’s writings. She often depicts her
women characters on the verge of their sexual maturity; on the confine between childhood and
womanhood, in the fragile meantime after the first period and before the first sexual experience.
For example one of Carter’s books, The Magic Toyshop (1967), presents a young girl's journey
from the abode of safe childhood to a bewilderingly grotesque realm of adolescence in which the
troublesome birth of the girl’s sexual desire for the hero Finn is depicted. She uses the
phenomenon of virginity in a unique way which undermines the traditional display of women in
158
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myths and fairy tales. Unlike the usual imagery of virginity which is surrounded by the aura of
innocence and purity, Carter associates it with dangerous inquisitiveness and impending images
of blood, violence, killing and rape. The restlessness of virginity drives Carter’s heroines into
dangerous adventures. For them to be able to stand the test of passage from girlhood to
womanhood, Carter endows her heroines with wit, confidence and self-composure, and
encourages them to seize the power of their sexuality not to become victims of men’s cruel
caprice. By deconstructing the myth about pure, helpless and defenceless virginity Carter “gives
her heroines liberty to decide about themselves and their bodies, however, she makes them bear
responsibility for the consequences of their choice, whose driving power is *...+ always sex”.163
The idea of necessity for women to be powerful but responsible proves Carter’s demystified,
material and down-to-earth attitude to femininity.
What brought Carter a lot of attention, yet of a mixed nature (and more often negative or even
hateful one) is her controversial attitude to pornography. It can be well demonstrated on her
book The Sadeian Woman, in which she expresses her views on this delicate topic. The reader
can be well introduced to the tone of this book by a quotation chosen by Carter for the second
chapter of The Sadeian Woman from Leslie Fiedler’s Love and Death in the American Novel: “All
the idealizations of the female from the earliest days of courtly love have been in fact devices to
deprive her of freedom and self-determination”.164 The restrictive power of archetypes upon
women in the sphere of sexual intercourse is attacked.
Marquis de Sade, seen by many as a contemptible pervert, but as an esteemed thinker by others,
has influenced Carter in her understanding and portrayal of sexuality, relations between sexes
and (sexual) power crucially. Such a paradoxical connection between an acclaimed feminist of
the 20th century and the 18th century “count of pornography” seems to be an extremely
controversial and problematic fusion. As Gamble notices, “many critical responses to the text
have duly registered appropriate shock and disgust”.165 It only fits with the postmodern nature of
Carter’s writing in which she challenges the established principles that the book rather provokes
unsettling questions than provides consolatory answers.
The critical reception was far from unanimous for it did not fit in among the fashionable issues of
feminism of those days. Several feminist reviewers “found the book difficult to come to terms
163
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with, and were uncertain as to Carter’s exact intentions”.166 The radical and provoking nature of
Carter’s writing was critically examined by Sally Keenan in her essay “The Sadeian Woman: The
Feminist Treason”. For this feminist thinker it is a shocking and intractable piece of writing since
it embodies “complex paradoxes, theoretical seriousness, and that characteristic refusal to settle
in one fixed place”.

167

She also states that her writing shows “almost heretical disagreement

with certain aspects of feminist thinking current in the 70s”.168 For example, in the The Sadeian
Woman Carter assaults some of the fashionable concepts of feminist currents of the 70s, such as
Nature as Mother or the recreation of mother goddesses. Nevertheless, one of Carter’s
suggestions in her dialogue with de Sade was found agreeable among feminist critics – the one
that women’s sexuality should not be bound to and narrowed down to its reproductive purpose
only.169
One would argue that perhaps the provocativeness of this Carter’s book is the main purpose of
it. This would be in accord with what Keenan found out in a survey she made among her
acquaintance readers, that is to say that for many of them this Carter’s work managed not only
to “engender their interest in her work, but that it had played a significant role in forming or
reformulating their feminism”.170 What Carter’s feminist writing in this book contrives (and what
Keenan’s personal research confirmed) is that it generates an urge in the reader to question his
or her formerly unchallenged certitudes about their sexuality. In her writing, Carter expresses a
remorseless critique of de Sade’s character Justine as a woman who defeatisticly acknowledges
her sexual suppression which may help one to reconsider his or her position on the field of sexual
dominance and power. It would be only understandable to incline to Altevers, a critic who voices
an opposite opinion to Keenan’s. Altevers, in her essay “Gender Matters in the Sadeian
Woman”171, argues, that “Carter’s primarily allegiance is materialist feminist practice which is
concerned with location women within their historical context. *…+ Carter’s “primary allegiance”
is to no theoretical position; it is to a feminist politics that would rectify the material oppression
that women experience daily”.172 This notion will be further applied in the second part of this
thesis, e.g. on the case of the winged aerialist Fevvers, the main character of Carter’s book Nights
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at the Circus (1984). It brings the reader to a conjecture that Carter uses pornography rather as a
tool for subverting its function of generating and preserving stereotypical views on women.
Since the concept of myth is profoundly used in both books discussed in this thesis, it is not
without interest to mention the connection of Carter’s critique of myth within her dealing with
pornography. In The Sadeian Woman she writes that “*s+ince all pornography derives directly
from myth, it follows that its heroes and heroines, from the most gross to the most
sophisticated, are mythic abstractions, heroes and heroines of dimension and capacity”.173 She
implies that the archetypal representations of the male and the female figures ignore the unique
“I” and that these representations stem from their historical determination.174 She also criticizes
that the power of myth and archetypes tends to rule over the obvious realities of the presence
which are very different.175 In her disapproval of myths she labels them “consolatory
nonsenses”176, and continues arguing that “in the fantasy love-play of the archetypes which
generations of artists have contrived to make seem so attractive that, lulled by dreams, many
women willingly ignore the palpable evidence of their own responses”.177 Simply put, Carter
cautions against the alluring power of myths which are well-trodden (and thus simple to follow)
yet dangerous and constrictive paths.
In an interview with Anna Katsavos, Carter says that the point is “to be here and now, what we
should do now”178, which is appealing to fully identify with. As far as the above mentioned
provocative nature of Carter’s attitude to pornography is concerned, it can be underpinned by
quoting Keenan’s argument that “the provocation in Carter’s use of Sade is not her supposed
validation of pornography, but her employment in his work to expose her female readers to their
own complicity with the fictional representations of themselves as mythic archetypes”.179
However, not for all the audience this was sufficient justification of Carter disserting on de Sade.
Some feminist critics refused and even attacked Angela Carter’s feminism exposed in The
Sadeian Woman. Even though these critics might seem less agreeable it is interesting to see what
points they made in accusing Carter of betraying women. These writers did not accept the
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postmodernist play and banter Carter employs and took the matter personally and seriously. For
example, Dunker condemns The Sadeian Woman as a problematic project that fails “to make
pornography serve the interest of women”.180 Or Andrea Dworkin, in her article “Pornography:
Men Possessing Women” condemned it as a ” ‘pseudo-feminist literary essay’ which ignores the
real suffering of de Sade’s victims in order to confer heroic status upon the pornographer”.181
This opinion is approved by Susanne Kappeler in her writing The Pornography of Representation
(1986). She accuses Carter of reading de Sade rather from the position of a literary critic than as
a feminist.182 She believes that Carter departs into the literary realm which allows the individual
– the writer - to cut from the membership in a human community.183 As Roland Barthes writes in
his Image, Music, Text (1977), “writing is that neutral, composite, oblique space where our
subject slips away, the negative where all identity is lost”.184 Then subjectivity is cut loose from
gender, class, social and economic limitations and the subject is plunged into the terms of
language, its infinity of meaning and an arbitrary play with it.185 Kappeler uses the following
excerpt from de Sade’s writing in The Sadeian Woman: “[c]harming sex, you will be free: just as
men do, you shall enjoy all the pleasures that Nature makes your duty, do not withhold yourself
from one. Must the more divine half of mankind be kept in chains by the other? Ah, break those
bonds: nature wills it”186 to blame Carter of having become a literary critic rather than the
feminist one, since she marginalizes and underestimates Sade being “the multiple rapist and
murderer”187, and focuses on him being “a literary artefact, removed by convention of the
literary beyond the reach of political, of feminist critique”.188 Kappeler argues that women would
barely thank de Sade for his assault on one of the patriarchal representations of women – the
Mother – when all he offers instead is that he replaces this myth with “that of the victim or the
inverter pornographic sadist”.189 Kappeler continues in this accusation by indicting Carter of
being caught in the literary sanctuary where she “lapses into the fallacy of equal opportunities:
following her provider, she seems eager to take up the opportunity he invents for her: to cause
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suffering just as men do”.190 Kappeler states that what de Sade offers is not to step out of the
preordained roles but to choose an attitude to it. In his statements “*y+ou shall enjoy your duty”
or “*e+mbrace your chains with ecstasy”191, she sees just another directive imperative, given by
authority. It is questionable whether Carter reaches what she wants. Some critiques imply that
she gets merely entangled in her endeavour to deconstruct the feminist discourse and “becomes
trapped in the very reactionary discourses she is attempting to criticize, and thus ends up
perpetuating rather than deconstructing them”.192 A very similar dispute was aroused in the case
of The Bloody Chamber in which critics could not come to terms on the function of Carter’s use of
the fairy tale genre: ones claimed it only perpetuated women’s entrapment, while the others
asserted that this choice enabled her to disrupt its standards from within.
It certainly is troublesome to use pornography to enhance women’s position in the patriarchal
society, because this genre as something “heightened, stylized, remote mirrors precisely these
socially constructed realities. The realities of male desire, aggression, force; the reality of
women, compliant and submissive”.193 Carter successfully aspired to draw attention to these
aspects, thus awakening more questions than providing answers.
However, it can be argued that by bringing this subject to life in her work, Carter did not mean to
reinforce or enhance it but rather to shed some light on this formerly marginal and neglected
topic. She rather used this controversial topic to prove her point about the importance of active
seizing of power and she articulated a warning for women not to comply with their learned
sexual oppression. Her aim can be seen in awakening the discussion about such terms like
sexuality and power, sexuality and identity and sexuality and myth, in which she succeeded.

VIII. Carter’s language and style
Carter’s works can be referred to as strong, hybrid cocktails containing many various spheres or
ingredients. One of the ingredients, or, in other words, the ways of their arrangement is
undoubtedly Carter’s unique literary language. It is immensely rich, highly expressive and
perfectly able to modify itself according to the effect the author wishes to reach. As far as this
device is concerned, a connection between Carter and E. A. Poe might be spot, since he also
perfectly mastered his literary language and steered it calmly to reach the desired effect. Carter’s
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language can be described as baroque, sensual and ornamental. Nevertheless, it is far from being
ponderous like these characteristics may imply. It is playful, variable and enchanting.
Carter’s language can be compared to a thick layer which is composed of sensual images and
metaphorical meanings and which serves to veil the true or intended meaning of the text.
Carter’s language is designed to build her specific abundant style full of allusions, allegories,
mixture of fantasy and realism etc. With an admirable ease, Carter juggles with many language
registers, rotating them as she wishes to achieve a “*t+ransposition between fairy tale and
utopian worlds, and today’s reality”.194 To name some of these registers, they vary from obsolete
clichés to a current jargon of the street or a lavish intellectual slang.195
Not always is Carter’s heavy baroque style appreciated, though. For some the “carterian”
language may be too opulent. It is quite likely for the reader to get lost in the tenants of her
style; even Carter herself admits that “perhaps it is not difficult for the reader to miss the deeper
meaning behind the artificial and crazy theatricality”.196 As Franková writes, in Carter’s style
critics most often reprehend its over-stylization, artificiality and over-eloquence.197 For example
Carolyn See compares the style of one of Carter’s works (The Nights at the Circus, 1984) to
something very sweet and rich which, however, is later on almost suffocating: “*T+he reader
begins to feel like a child who’s spent all his allowance on 10 pounds of chocolate chip cookies
and eaten every one of them down to the last crumb. [...], Nights at the Circus is delicious, a
sweet for the mind, but after a while it’s hard not to get a little queasy”.198 Carter herself accepts
this style deliberately and labels it as mannerism.199 (Mannerism is a defined style of art which
emerged from the later years of the Italian Renaissance around 1520. It is “notable for its
intellectual sophistication as well as its artificial, as opposed to naturalistic, qualities”200.
Mannerism in general is a principle of art production [...] based on a certain manner, e.g. a
particular *and+ specific artistic device”201). Mannerism in art is usually connected to the
emotional dispositions typical for fin de siécle, which express worries, disbelief and scepticism
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about the new century to come. Carter’s link to mannerism can be seen in her “sceptical view of
humans and society and also in her chaotic synthesis of various impressions in her literary
style”.202
Her style is really exquisite when compared to other authors of her time: “in the second half of
the 1960s, [when] the post-war realism in the British prose was already retreating, the measure
of experiment that her early works showed was quite extraordinary among British female writers
of that time”.203 Carter’s language does not always follow the custom practice of a given genre;
sometimes it even contrasts with depicted sceneries and thus subverts its integrity and unity.
This creates a shocking contrast of form and contents. In Carter’s shift towards more
postmodernist expression she uses her artificial and mannerist style in which “a highly poetic
language splinters against crude and cruel images, descriptions and plots”.204 Franková marvels
about the paradox between Carter’s own affirmation of being a materialist and the fact that her
prose is abundant with allegory and fantasticality.205
To present more specific examples of Carter’s uncanny language play, this issue will be further
discussed in the practical part of the thesis, applied to both of the particular chosen books.

IX. The Bloody Chamber and Other Stories
IX. 1. General introduction
The Bloody Chamber, a collection of revised fairy tales was published in 1979 and finally brought
Carter wider public recognition. Until then, Carter had closely engaged with this genre by
translating Charles Perrault’s fairy tales to English in 1977 and editing two collections of fairy
tales for Virago Press. For The Bloody Chamber Carter adapts classical tales, most of which are to
be found in Perrault. This book anticipated a trend among feminist writers in the late 1970s to
rework fairy tale narratives, usually by swapping the male and female roles in order to make the
heroine an active agent of the text.
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The Bloody Chamber consists of ten re-worked fairy tale stories, some of which have a common
predecessor in one traditional fairy tale. For example “The Courtship of Mr Lyon” and “The
Tiger’s Bride” both elaborate on “Beauty and the Beast”; “The Werewolf” and “The Company of
Wolves” draw from the traditional tale “Red Riding Hood”. “The Snow Child” finds its inspiration
in “Snow White” and the Gothic vampire story “The Lady of the House of Love” in “Sleeping
Beauty”. The eponymous tale “The Bloody Chamber” is based on a French folktale “Bluebeard”.
The last one in the collection, “Wolf Alice”, combines motifs from several of the mentioned tales.
Carter explains her motivation to rewrite her re-visited stories in the following quotation: “*m+y
intention was not to write fairy tales for adults; on the contrary, it was to search for the hidden
meaning in the traditional well-known tales and thus create new ones.”206 In other words, Carter
claims to bring the sexual undercurrent of these stories back to light.
Classic fairy tales have circulated among people for centuries. People recorded and collected
commonly shared experience and wisdom about the workings of the world, thus forming part of
the oral history. Their traditional purpose was to provide a moral to children, though a moral
disguised in an entertaining form. Traditional fairy tales are usually set into some undefined
period within the Middle Ages or Renaissance, with a conventionalised set of principles, events,
figures, symbols, numbers, plots and other motifs. The line between good and evil is strictly
drawn, with good triumphing over evil nearly every single time. However, the good often wins
cunningly, using witty tricks. The female characters are portrayed in several strictly defined roles:
an old mean hag, a good queen mother, an insidious step-sister, a virtuous poor young virgin
who gains the prince and wealth at last. And Carter is both attracted and provoked by these old
tales, subverting, questioning and ironizing them.
Angela Carter believes that the stories from oral history of Europe she used for her The Bloody
Chamber lost their origins by having gone from the ordinary, illiterate folk who passed them from
generation to generation into “the bourgeois nursery”.207 In her interview for Watts she explains
that these tales actually recorded the everyday realities of peasant life in the 17 th century. She
clarifies that even though people are frequently appalled by the gruesome instances that occur
in Grimm Brothers’ tales, these things actually happened in real life. Carter exemplifies it on the
fairy tale “Hop o’ My Thumb” where the mother banishes her children into the woods to waste
206
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away “not because she is intrinsically evil, but because she does not want to watch them die of
hunger in front of her eyes”.208 What Carter in this interview claims to be interested in is the
especially imaginative way in which fairy tales and folklore can serve to clarify and exemplify
certain occurrences and events of real life.209 This statement indicates Carter’s inclination to
materialism which was mentioned earlier in this thesis. She desires to get rid of the fictional
overlay in fairy tales and seek their core in which common realities of life lie “in order to
demonstrate how it could be used to explore the real conditions of everyday life”. 210 To
remember her well known quotation about old bottles and young wine, the most explosive
element of this “new wine” in The Bloody Chamber is Carter’s bold portrayal of sexuality,
especially female sexuality. The “old bottles” are represented by myths and traditional fairy tales
which Carter makes explode by introducing and exploring this provocative topic. Another
combustible ingredient in Carter’s “new wine” is the shift of habitually patriarchal perspective
through which the world of fairy traditional stories is usually perceived and her proposal of
displacement of this perspective to a more feminine one.

IX. 2. Female sexuality versus fairy tales and myths
In traditional tales, sexual themes were omitted for the sake of children whom they were meant
to. However, Carter’s paraphrases of classic fairy tales in The Bloody Chamber are abundant with
erotic motifs, inspired by de Sade’s sadomasochistic stories. Carter portrays sexuality openly,
without restraints, sometimes on the verge of pornography. The untamed, animal aspect of
human sexuality is her particular concern. The images of ferocious beasts such as lions, tigers and
wolves roam through her exquisite stories. They represent the hidden dark urges in humans.
The fact that Carter promotes sexuality in her writing is connected to her notion of feminism. She
believes sexuality is a field of new opportunities of women. As well as Carter embraces it in her
writing
Unlike in traditional fairy tales or myths, in Carter’s stories love is marginalised, to say nothing of
romantic or self-sacrificing love. The convulsive physical lust is what drives the characters who
are sometimes helpless against it, sometimes use it for their own purposes. The Red Riding Hood
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faces the final, presumably deadly encounter with the wolf with wit and grace, surprising in a
young girl, because “since her fear did her no good, she ceased to be afraid”.211 With her destiny
she decides to embrace the wolf, too, surrendering to her sexual desire and satisfying his. “See!
Sweet and sound she sleeps in granny’s bed, between the paws of the tender wolf”. 212 Instead of
backing out of the troublesome situation she chooses to fight back, using not a knife but the
weapons of her womanhood. The girl, whose period has just begun, is well aware of the power
of her sexuality and she does not hesitate to seize it. Carter gives most of her female characters
will to decide for themselves.
Nevertheless, some critics see Carter’s attempt to rewrite fairy tales from a feminist point of
view highly problematic, suggesting that it only leads to “entanglement in the misogynistic
attitudes they encode.”213 Patricia Duncker, for example, believes that the form of the fairy tale
which carries its ideology is too pervasive and complex to avoid. She argues that the formal
change Carter makes - shift from impersonal perspective to the inner confessional narrative – is
not sufficient and that Carter is still rewriting the tales “within the strait jacket of their original
structures”.214 Duncker believes that identity of the female characters is still defined by their
roles, so that Carter just amplifies and reproduces rather that truly changes the “original, deeply,
rigidly sexist psychology of the erotic”.215 She claims that Carter chooses for women a “cripplingly
small” room to inhabit. “We cannot fit neatly into patterns or models as Cinderellas, ugly sisters,
wicked step-mothers, fairy God-mothers. *…+ We need the space to carve out our own erotic
identities, as free women”.216
Duncker perceives the above described scene from “The Company of Wolves” showing erotic
confrontation of Red Riding Hood and the wolf as a cliché where male sexual aggression meets
female erotic ingenuity. The girl, she claims, knows that the rape is inevitable anyway, so she
“decides to strip off, lie back and enjoy it”.217 A similar scene from “The Tiger’s Bride” where a
girl is asked to strip off her garments and show her nudity to a tiger is perceived by Dunker with
similar cynicism. She suggests that what the reader is witnessing, though nicely wrapped, is the
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“ritual disrobing of the willing victim of pornography”.218 She does not believe there is any free
will the girls can enforce in the erotic encounter. To sum up, Duncker claims that male sexuality
has been too long linked with power and domination, and possession, capture and breaking of
women and that Carter’s notion of erotica only mirrors these realities. She argues that Carter
envisages women’s sensuality “simply as a response to male arousal”, having no conception of
women’s sexuality as “autonomous desire”.219 Duncker’s views seem to condemn Carter’s
endeavour and define it as insufficient or even misguided, which does not correspond with
Carter’s intention. If Carter’s oeuvre is viewed as a whole (especially including Nights at the
Circus), the reader could acknowledge that the impact of her writing is different.
Another critic, Margaret Atwood, seems to capture this impact more accurately. She voices a
different opinion which is more appreciative of Carter’s portrayal of women. Her point of view
describes more aptly Carter’s strategy of work with the distribution of power between the sexes
in which the author seeks balance, not vengeance. Atwood, who links her critique of The Bloody
Chamber with the critique of The Sadeian Woman, argues that on the level of sexuality and
power these two books are connected in the way they explore of the relationship between the
prey and the attacker.220 Gamble observes about Atwood that the gender of these two
adversative poles in sexual dominance is not a determining factor, though: the distinctive line
does not run between male and female but between “tigers” and “lambs” (a concept already
discussed in the chapter about Carter’s notion of feminism), or “carnivores and herbivores, those
who are preyed upon and those who do the preying”.221 Atwood notices that Carter searches for
the fusion of Juliette and Justine, the synthesis between the predator and the prey. According to
Atwood, Carter in The Bloody Chamber is looking for ways in which the tiger and lamb parts of
human psyche “can reach some sort of accommodation”.222 Atwood proposes that certain
amount of “lambhood” and “tigerishness” may be found in either gender and in the same person
at different occasions. As mentioned in the chapter on Carter’s feminism, according to Atwood,
Carter suggests that women should assimilate some of Juliette’s will to power, however, in this
change they do not need to divest of all “feminine” qualities. 223 Atwood’s perspective agrees
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with Carter’s proposal of women as unrestricted beings whom Carter encourages not to rely on
and stick to allotted characteristics but define themselves newly and freely, yet responsibly.
Another noteworthy, yet imprecise, perspective of female sexuality is voiced by Cronan Rose
whose interpretation of The Bloody Chamber draws from Freud’s psychoanalysis and shows
women emancipating from the patriarchal limits only to cleave to another pattern or group - the
matriarchy. In Carter’s two versions of “Beauty and the Beast” she sees a “critique of the idea of
adult womanhood sanctioned by patriarchy and a suggested alternative to it”. 224 Rose quotes
Bettleheim’s interpretation of this fairy tale which envisages it as a development to adult
womanhood where the woman transfers her oedipal attachment from her father to her lover.
Even though “The Courtship of Mr Lyon” keeps the original plot almost intact Carter seems to
highlight and subtly modify certain features that are opposed to Bettleheim’s notion of “all
gentleness and loving devotion”.225 For example, the father thinks of his daughter as his girlchild, his pet. As Rose suggests, unlike the shy father in the original story, this one feels no fear
when he enters a secluded mansion during a snow storm; he seems to be acquainted with the
comfort of men’s club its masculine provision (whisky decanter, roast beef sandwich) provides.226
Moreover, as Rose notices, when the beast appears the father addresses him aptly – “My good
fellow”227.228 In Rose’s reading, the Beauty seems to ramble between her father and the Beast as
a mere pawn, answering her father’s call to join him after he recovered his prosperity only to
follow the Beast’s appeal to her pity.229 As Rose puts it, “*s+elf sacrifice wins out over hedonism,
proving that Beauty is a truly feminine woman”.230 What she means here by “truly feminine
woman” is probably the conventionalized female role which is traditionally connected with
humbleness and compassion. Thus she infers a notable concept that in patriarchal cultural myths
women do not grow up but only change their masters. 231 In the case of this particular fairy tale
the girl moves on the line of being owned by men “from a beastly father to a fatherly beast”.232
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As if Carter wanted to break her heroines free from the pattern of patriarchal domination she
comes up with another tale inspired by “Beauty and the Beast” – “The Tiger’s Bride” in which the
reader can witness advancement in the female’s character attitude. Beauty’s profligate father
lost her daughter in cards. After the Beast, an enigmatic creature and an excellent gambler,
beggars him completely, he is left with nothing, “except the girl”. 233 The father, inconsiderate as
well as desperate, decides to gamble on and loses. However, as Rose claims, the Beauty is the
one who wins because he is not a prince and thus her future husband and owner.234 In this tale
the Beast is a true animal: “a great, feline, tawny shape”.235 Even though he is trying to mask his
beastliness by wearing a mask of a human face, clothing in luxurious robes and perfuming with
rich scents, he does so with uneasiness and despite his attempt he still remains an animal. As
such, he does not “assume the prerogatives of patriarchy”236, in other words, he does not follow
the human proceedings and does not ask Beauty’s hand. His request is closer to his beastly
nature, being driven not by human’s culture and custom practice but by instinct - he wants to see
her nude. It is interesting to notice how Carter reflects the Beast’s in-between nature of partial
beast and partial human: the girl is commanded only to strip off, not to lie with him.
Nevertheless, even though it is hard for her to obey the Beast’s command, she realizes she has
“nothing to lose and everything to gain”237 by taking off her clothes and as Rose defines, along
with it stripping herself of her socialized identity.238 In this act she discovers and embraces a new
quality of hers - her inner beast. The tale ends with a scene of the Beauty and the Beast’s
reconciliation and unification. After having found her new and stronger self during accomplishing
the contract, the Beauty offers her nudity willingly, no longer afraid that the tiger will “gobble
*her+ up”.239 She comes to him “white, shaking, raw, approaching him as if offering, in myself, the
key to a peaceable kingdom in which his appetite need not be my extinction”. 240 At last, the
Beast starts licking her skin: “*a+nd each stroke of his tongue ripped off skin after successive skin,
all the skins of a life in the world, and left behind a nascent patina of shining hairs” 241 and the
Beauty turns into a beast, too. This strategy of dealing with equality of genders is typical for
Carter. She does not withdraw the animal aspect from the male; she endows the female with it
233
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to make both the genders equal. By doing so she overturns the usual course of events as they
occur in traditional fairy tales where the prince or princess is released from the form of some
animal to live in human body happily ever after. By enduing a female character with the beastly
token Carter implies that women should be strengthened by gaining certain men’s qualities.
As Betteleheim puts forward, animals in fairy tales symbolize humans’ “untamed id”, our sexual
urges and impulses. For him, the significance of “Beauty and the Beast” lies in the fact that
people have to learn to “undo the repression of sex”242 – something that used to be perceived
repugnant, something to be avoided, and start understanding it as something wonderful.243 Rose
believes that Carter’s tale not only undoes the repression of sex but it also abandons the
domination of gender. She claims that “Beauty discovers the animal in herself – her sexuality –
only by stripping herself of the veneer of civilization which has socialized her as a woman” 244,
using this widely-used recognition of clothes as socially determining factor.
Rose also believes that Carter’s retelling of this tale challenges Freud’s theory of females’ process
of sexual maturing where a woman completes it by transferring her dependence from a father to
a male sexual partner.245 Rose observes that Carter proposes an alternative to this Freudian
reading in her two versions of “Red Riding Hood”– Carter suggests that a woman achieves her
sexual maturity not through aligning with patriarchal figures but through identifying with
maternal icons: with her mother or grandmother.246 Rose exemplifies it on “The Werewolf”
where the girl finds out that the wolf, the dreaded voracious beast, and her grandma, a figure
generally connected with care, mildness and peacefulness, are the very same,247 unlike in the
original version of this story where the wolf only pretends to be the old woman he has just
eaten. Uncovering this shocking fact makes the girl acquire a horrifying yet important knowledge:
that being an adult woman means to be sexual, not unlike an animal.
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The terrified girl calls

the neighbours who stone the old woman-wolf to death. However, after that the Riding Hood
does not return home, under her mother’s wings. She seizes the grandmother’s house and “she
prosper*s+”.249 Rose explains this peculiar run of events as follows: at first the girl was revolted to
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learn that “becoming an adult woman will involve acknowledging the animal in herself”250 but
later on she overcomes her shock and decides to remain in her grandmother’s house to
“declar*e+ her readiness to grow up”.251 Rose believes this process of maturing is accomplished in
“The Company of Wolves” where the Riding Hood occupies not only her grandmother’s house
but also her bed, in tender embrace with a wolf, and thus “in a sense become*s+ her
grandmother, *...+ affirming her adult female sexuality”.252 Rose concludes that Carter seems to
be implying that love is only possible when one learns to embrace her sexuality. In this notion
Carter’s stories differ once again from the traditional fairy tales which imply that love is the first
to come, to speak nothing of sexuality that maybe follows.

IX. 3. Language
In the stories of The Bloody Chamber Carter reaches true language mastery. Unlike in traditional
fairy tales, the reader is provided with detailed and elaborate description of appearances of
people, animals and environment. Carter’s language abounds with metaphors, similes,
alliterations and other language figures. She builds intricate sensual images, using a pool of
expressive and enchanting language means. Sometimes, as Holá notices, the language imagery is
so rich that it clouds the plot of the story itself, and thus the reader can get lost in the overflow
of poetic language decorations in this postmodern play with the possibilities of meaning.253
Carter’s style can make the reader feel estranged and detached as if he or she was watching the
stories happening in a porous mirror or behind a thick wall of murky water.254 By this device
Carter shows that language, as the signifier, not reality, as the signified, is determining. Through
language, not only in fiction but in real world, anything can be biased or even conjured into
existence from the realm of the immaterial. While in The Bloody Chamber she uses language as
an ornamental device for rich portrayal of genres and for enchanting reader’s senses, in Nights at
the Circus language and its mastery are proposed to be one of the women’s confidence tricks.
One of the most striking sensuous evocations can be found in the tale “The Tiger’s Bride” in
which Carter contrives to compose a complex set of rich imagery. Her language appeals to the
reader’s sight, hearing, smell and touch, all at once, leading into an intoxicating language potion.
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The Beast is trying to mask his natural animal odour by meretricious perfumes, giving rise to an
overwhelming smell: “My senses were increasingly troubled by the fuddling perfume of Milord,
far too potent a reek of purplish civet to such close quarters [...]. He must bathe himself in the
scent.” In the final scene of Beast and Beauty’s reconciliation Carter brilliantly portrays Beast’s
purr: “The sweet thunder of his purr shook the old walls, made the shutters batter the windows
until they burst apart [...]. The reverberations of his purring rocked the foundations of the house,
the walls began to dance”.255 Carter also masters language in the description of her characters’
physical as well as psychical features: “The valet crouched at my feet to tuck the rugs about me
with a strange kind of unflattering obsequiousness yet he forgot his station sufficiently to scratch
busily beneath his white periwig with an oversupple index finger as he offered me what my old
nurse would have called an ‘old-fashioned look’, ironic, sly, a smidgen of disdain in it. And pity?
No pity. *...+ *H+is face seamed with the innocent cunning of an ancient baby”. 256
Language, as a tool of narration, mirrors the author’s intentions and ideas. Carter’ use of
language in The Bloody Chamber is far from the traditional, schematic language through which
the traditional fairy tales are narrated. It unsettles the common dichotomy between the
masculine pool of meaning, consisting of the signifiers such as brave, strong, adventurous,
chivalrous or witty, and the feminine one which conveys the expressions such as humble, dutiful,
kind, patient, beautiful, virtuous etc. As Özüm proposes about “The Bloody Chamber”, Carter
does not employ the vocabulary that usually accompanies a naturally developing relationship
between a man and a woman. What she does instead is that “she paves the way with
appropriate wording of sensuality and violence for the maiden’s psychological involvement in the
pornographic and pervert world of the Marquis”.257 As Özüm observes, the reader might doubt
about the heroines ignorance and virginity when he or she watches her read the Marquis’
pornographic journals and admit that she knew “enough for what *she+ saw in that book to make
*her+ gasp”258.259 Language is another Carter’s means of achieving the disruption of patriarchal
system, which would free women sexually and socially.
Reading of Carter’s prose is a delightful yet demanding quest thanks to its language opulence.
Other examples of Carter’s language versatile mastership are provided in the chapter on genre
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mixture, demonstrated on the Gothic tale “The Lady of the house of Love” and the larky erotic
farce “Puss-in-Boots”.

IX. 4. Interpretation of the title
The name of the collection, The Bloody Chamber, provokes many possible interpretations of its
multiple meanings. Both words of the title, “bloody” and “chamber”, are connected to women
imagery.
The word “chamber” may refer to various kinds of spaces or concepts presented in the stories.
As Cristina Bacchilega in her work Postmodern Fairy Tales: Gender and Narrative Strategies
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suggests, among other things it can mean an actual room, such as “a high-class bedroom, a
windowless cell, the grandmother’s house, a castle’s vault”.261 Or, according to Bacchilega, it can
stand for the Bluebeard’s secret room. It is the space where the entrance is forbidden to the
young girl. If only it did not hide Bluebeard’s most hideous crimes, enveloping the ravaged
corpses of his previous wives, it would remind of the exclusively reserved space of eminent
men’s clubs of the 19th and early 20th century. The “chamber” might also mean the realm of free,
aggressive sexuality which Bluebeard, as an alpha-male, inhabits and which he relishes. She, on
the contrary, is condemned to stay in the role of a passive victim, a sheepish being who is
ushered to this arena only to be corrupted and destroyed. This would relate with the de Sade’s
notion of sexual contentment where the “pleasure belongs to the eater, not to the eaten”.262 The
Bluebeard’s high-class bedroom, suggested as Bacchilega263 as one possible interpretation of the
word “chamber”, may symbolize his financial superiority and thus power over the girl. She is
thrown into it like into a sea of abundant luxury and it lures her to become as corrupted as her
master. When the girl sees her reflection in a mirror, all in white with a red, with a massive,
precious choker around her neck, she senses a thrill of a wicked excitement: “I sensed in myself a
potentiality for corruption that took my breath away”.264 Another meaning of the word
“chamber”, suggested by Bacchilega265, is the cell. It may be the one into which the girl in “The
Tigers Bride” is plunged as a trophy and prisoner at once: “A cell has been prepared for me, a
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veritable cell, windowless, airless, lightless, in the viscera of the palace”.266 Carter may be using
this straitened feeling the girl is experiencing as a metaphor of the strapped position of women
throughout the history: strapped by their men, children and by themselves, too.
As Bacchilega notes, another level of meaning the word discussed can perform is a “legislative
assembly”.267 She suggests it can be a village, family or society that outline the developmental
and social norms for Carter’s heroines to follow.268 It may again refer to the patriarchal
dominance over women in society, where females could be lost or won in cards like money or
property. In another sense that Bacchilega mentions, it could refer to body’s cavities, the most
significant of which is the womb.269 The womb, which is a uniquely feminine space that ushers
human beings into the world and which is often an object of men’s fears and desires. Moreover,
she offers the interpretation of the word “chamber” as a “space *...+ for holding narrative fire in
the destructive war of the sexes”.270 In such a room, as Bacchilega suggests, the counterparts
meet and face each other: a human principle versus an animalistic one, the female versus the
male principle271, or if interpreted further, vice versus virtue, experience versus innocence, and
power versus weakness.
The word “bloody” offers various interpretations, too. Blood as a substantial vital liquid keeps
humans and other creatures alive. Its spill, however, is connected with pain and suffering.
Similarly, it is associated with battle, a battle of sexes (which Bacchilega brings forward, as
mentioned above272) in the paradigm of Carter’s work. Blood is connoted with crimes and their
victims. In “The Bloody Chamber” tale the girl gets an expensive necklace from her husband-tobe as a wedding gift; an article with a clear significance: “His wedding gift, clasped round my
throat. A choker of rubies, two inches wide, like an extraordinarily precious slit throat”. 273 The
choker is a token of Bluebeard’s power and dominance over his victim to whom it reminds her
perilous destiny. As Holá brings forward in her afterword to Krvavá komnata, Carter’s frequent
motif in The Bloody Chamber is a portrayal of sexual initiation of a young girl, “whose maturing
into a woman is accompanied by a bloody trail”.274 Holá points out the example of “The Snow
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Child”, where a father rapes his daughter, a child of his secret desire, and while she evaporates
the white snow remains spattered by her blood: “Soon there was nothing left of her but a [...]
bloodstain, like a trace of a fox’s kill on the snow”.275 Blood also accompanies sexual maturing of
women: at first, when they start to menstruate and later, during their first sexual intercourse. It
is also spilled when women give birth. Generally, blood accompanies women’s intimacy at every
crucial step through their lives. Blood is also usually spilled during rites of passage among certain
groups of people. Various indigenous tribes of Africa or New Zealand, for example, have their
tattoos done; young Jewish boys get circumcised. The bloody and painful experience elevates
them to a higher, more advanced status in their society. Therefore, it might be regarded as a
parallel that Carter uses the motif of blood as a symbol of change and rebirth of womanhood.
Carter is the kind of feminist who believes that women shall be freed from the shackles of myths
but at the same time they should take over the responsibility that stems from freedom. Perhaps,
with the word “bloody” she acknowledges that the change of women’s status will be severe and
will demand a lot of strain and struggle, or, metaphorically expressed, blood.
The name of the novel might render yet another interpretation. The word “chamber” may refer
to the room on the first floor, or the “upper chamber”, of saloons to which men were taken by
prostitutes. It is a room in which women traded their bodies for men’s money: they made
business, however dirty. Unlike in a marriage, they were paid for their services – in the form of
the payment they got at least some attention. If there might be seen such a connection between
prostitution and the name of the novel, Carter, with her pragmatic and down-to-earth approach,
may imply that it is the room where women may not be treated very well but at least they get
rewarded for it.
With certain amount of hyperbole, the word “bloody” can also be interpreted as the slang
expression for “damned” or “cursed”. It can perhaps imply Carter’s sense of humour and irony,
mocking her own kind. Uttered from men’s perspective, the word “bloody” might mean
“troublesome”, “full of hard time and difficulties” or “superfluously complicated”, which is how
men tend to perceive women for their allegedly whimsical nature. On the other hand, Carter
might be pointing at the troublesome nature of womanhood itself. Biologically, women are
bound, or “cursed” to deal with the rough and dirty realities of life, such as having a period or
giving birth to children. Socially, they were bound for a long time to obey father’s or husband’s
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directions. The vampire heroine of “The Lady of the House of Blood” bridges more of these
meanings. This countess is condemned by her ancestors, or by her blood relatives, to suck blood
out of young men to survive. Ignorant about her curse, a brave virgin man finds his way to her
dubious castle and while he tends to her random injury he inadvertently sucks some of her
vampire blood. In this act, Carter reverses the traditional order of events and lets her heroine
turn into a real woman only to make her die not long afterwards. By losing her virginity to him
she breaks free from the spell, though from her pitiful life as well: “And I leave you as a souvenir
the dark, fanged rose I plucked from between my thighs, like a flower laid on a grave”. 276 As
shown above, the motif of blood winds through the whole collection of stories.
Typically for Carter, in the endeavour to track down her motivation to name the volume the way
she did raises more questions than it answers. The meaning in her hands works like “a set of
folded china boxes; inside of one, others are hiding, as in the infinite labyrinth of author’s
fantasy”.277 The words of the title are as thought-provoking as Carter’s whole oeuvre.

IX. 5. Genre mixture: fairy tale, pornography, Gothic
Even though The Bloody Chamber is often referred to as a collection of fairy tales, it is barely
simple to posit its genre classification. Clearly, these stories bear distinctive features of fairy
tales, Gothic and pornography. However, to assert the proportions of these genres or to decide
which prevails might be troublesome. Some critics doubt whether the stories are fairy tales at all.
For example Armitt suggests that “rather than being fairy-tales which contain a few Gothic
elements, these are actually Gothic tales that prey upon the restrictive enclosures of fairy-story
formulae in manner that threatens to become ‘masochistically self-destructive’”.278 As proposed
above, fairy tale is a genre that enables children to “resolve real lives dilemmas through
controlled textual means”.279 Armitt argues that Bettleheim too rigidly sticks with the
consolatory mechanisms of fairy tales and she speculates what would happen if such a tale
“refuses to console”.280 Or, to put it in another way, if in a traditional fairy tale the evil is
punished as it deserves, what happens if there is neither of it here? Armitt believes that to view
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The Bloody Chamber as slightly changed, or re-read fairy tales still means that it “inevitably has to
function within a generic stranglehold that will always reduce its stories to close-dreams
texts”.281 She argues that Bettleheim’s readings are limited by the consolatory function which
inevitably leads towards the narrative conclusion. She considers Carter’s reading of sexuality
troublesome as well as her usage of the fairy tale genre. In order to de-problematize this issue
she suggests to “loosen *…+ grip on the fairy tale structures and open this collection up to the
vagaries of narrative free play”.282 It is difficult to decide whether the Carter’s tales in The Bloody
Chamber carry out a sufficient amount of features to be considered fairy tales or not. It can be
argued that Carter used fairy tale only as a generic base to elaborate on the issues of her
concern, which is women’s liberation from the restrictive power of myths. Perhaps Carter
wanted to make the work seem like fairy tales because this genre usually indicates something
accessible, easily readable and thus popular with readers. Carter’s strategy is to choose a genre
which typically carries out a whole set of generic attributes without strong diversions and to
break its rules, sometimes discretely, sometimes vigorously.
Nevertheless, in the tales there are clearly present features of two other genres, traditionally
considered low – pornography and Gothic. The genre of pornography is the least predictable and
most shocking to be placed side by side with fairy tale which is a genre typically designated for
children. By this provoking pairing Carter might imply either that her stories are not for children
at all or that even children should not be hushed from the carnal realities of life. In The Bloody
Chamber she brings back to the surface the sexual undercurrent which is usually veiled in
traditional fairy tales for the sake of children listeners or readers. The old stories which gave rise
to the genre of fairy tales were originally meant for adults’ ears and therefore contained certain
amount of sexual topics. In her tales, Carter seems to invert the process in which these tales for
adults had to be deprived of sexual undertone because of their juvenile audience.
Pornographic portrayal of sexual encounter, something unthinkable for traditional fairy tales, can
be plentifully found especially in the tale “Puss-in-Boots”. The tomcat and his master are two
young disorderly males searching for erotic pleasures wherever they can. They are unbound,
licentious and unscrupulous. The tomcat works as a valet of its master; however, it is more of a
partner to him since it equals him in all his deliberate gallantries. The story is told from the point
of view of the tomcat that places itself into the position of a counsellor and saviour of the young
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man. The tomcat is depicted as cynical, down-to-earth and carelessly obscene, since love and
morals are human concepts and as an animal the tomcat cannot and does not have to follow
them. Carter shows that if a tomcat happened to be a narrative voice in a fairy tale it would not
conceal its carnal urges and habits. As in other Carter’s tales of The Bloody Chamber beasts
symbolize the dark sexual impulses of humans’ “id” it is probably not a coincidence that the very
story whose narrative voice is an animal is the most sexually open one. In other stories of the
book, though, the carnal desires are embodied in big, dangerous, ferocious and untamed beasts.
In “Puss-in-Boots”, on the contrary, these qualities are carried out by a domestic, snuggling
creature - a cat – which is still a lascivious and fertile beast, yet much less violent and dangerous
for humans. This alleviation in predatory significance of the animal corresponds with the
flamboyant and light-hearted tone of the tale.
The tomcat is straightforward and ribald about the bodily and sexual topics when it speaks about
itself: ”I went about my ablutions, tonguing my arsehole with the impeccable hygienic integrity
of cats”283 or when it describes his master’s wanton habits: “I’ve sat inscrutably by and washed
my face and sparkling dicky with my clever paw while he made the beast with two backs with
every harlot in the city, besides a number of good wives, dutiful daughters, rosy country girls *…+
and chambermaid who strips the bed, what’s more”.284 In traditional fairy tales it is common for
animals to speak and act; however, their sexual drives, which are only natural, are scarcely
mentioned. In this aspect, animals in fairy tales are subjected to human restrictive morals. In
traditional fairy tales, after the prince wins the princess, they just “marry and live happily ever
after” but the reader learns nothing of prince’s motivation to win the princess or about their
wedding night. What Carter does in her tales is that she colours these “blind spots”. In “Puss-inBoots”, through tomcat’s narrative voice, Carter willingly focuses on the description of the
intercourse: “I never saw two fall to it with such appetite. As if the whirlwind got into their
fingers, they strip each other bare in a twinkling and she falls back on the bed, shows him the
target, he displays the dart, scores an instant bullseye. Bravo!”285 Not only she does not hide or
muffle the sexual tones she pointedly brings them forward and celebrates them.
The overall tone of “Puss-in-Boots” is light, good-hearted and humorous. Sexuality is nothing
repugnant or serious; it is a source of joy and subsequently of love. The language of portrayal of
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sexual matters balances on the verge of rudeness and playfulness. In her rich use of language
registers Carter uses metaphors, similes and equivoques to support the gay erotic spirit of the
tale: “this little Figaro can slip into my lady’s chamber smart as you like at any time whatsoever”.
Typically for Carter one can also find allusions to mythical figures in the text: “Mimic the murder
of the rats, Puss! Mask the music of Venus with the clamour of Diana!” 286, shouts the tomcat to
his fellow cat, asking her to mask the sounds of his master and his mistress’ secret lovemaking.
In its tone, “The Lady of the House of Love” represents a counterpart to “Puss-in-Boots”. Its
atmosphere is rather bleak, sombre and horrific, showing typical features of a Gothic tale. In this
story the reader finds representative properties of this genre: an old, ruined castle inhabited by a
vampire Countess, condemned to eternal and pitiful half-life, and dark phantoms of her
ancestors. Her frail, unearthly and deformed beauty accords with the outworn condition of the
haunted chambers of her castle. The Countess, as a typically Gothic character, conveys a delicate
mixture of death, horror, despair, dream and love. The Tarot, her only link to hope for love and
rescue, always shows her the same configuration: “La Papesse, La Mort, La Tour Abolie, wisdom,
death, dissolution.”287 In this tale, Carter brings the language of a Gothic tale to perfection; it is
both sublime and dramatic: “The voracious margin of huntress’s nights in the gloomy garden,
crouch and pounce, surrounds her habitual tormented somnambulism, her life or imitation of
life. [...] All claws and teeth, she strikes, she gorges [...]”.288 She accomplishes the standards of
the Gothic genre with ease only to put forward her subversive narrative strategy: she turns the
common order of things upside down: unlike in typical Gothic stories the vampire dies eventually
after being vanquished by an ordinary human. What is also untypical for the genre is the
reluctance of the young vampire lady towards her preordained fate – she despises killing people,
even animals. She is not wicked from her core; she is dragged by her direful heritage: Everything
about this beautiful and ghastly lady is as it should be, queen of night, queen of terror, - except
for her terrible reluctance for the role”.289 By using the word “role” Carter may refer to women’s
position in society as to a restricted space that was designed and staked for them by men. The
reader might see a connection between the unwillingness of the vampire Carter refers to (“her
terrible reluctance”) and the feeling oppressed women have towards their roles in patriarchal
society. Being watched by her ancestors, the vampire girl hesitantly obeys her inner drive only
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because she needs it to survive. She hopes for being rescued by love, however, she is rescued by
death only which can ease off her damnation. Here, Carter might imply that only a personal
rebirth of every single woman could lead out of their previous constraints.
In her stories, Carter mingles genres of fairy tale, pornography and Gothic in a unique narrative
play. Every single tale of the collection bears an imprint of all of them, however, it always
accentuates a different one. It is perhaps impossible to pinpoint a common bridging generic label
for the ten stories of the collection; however, whether they are “subversively revised fairy
stories”290 or a “postmodern narrative whose extreme and overt self-consciousness constitutes
its own critique”291, their central position is occupied by the issue of sexual politics and women’s
liberation anyway.
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X. Nights at the Circus
X. 1. Short outline of Nights at the Circus’ plot
This book written by Angela Carter in 1984 is often considered her masterpiece. Having
abandoned the short form after The Saedian Woman, Black Venus and The Bloody Chamber she
embarked to a full-fledged novel built around a winged six feet two heroin Fevvers, the Cockney
Venus, a freakish monster yet a flesh-and-blood woman and an American journalist Jack Walser.
The story outlines their common journey along an exquisitely adventurous path from London to
Siberia during which they both change and accommodate to each other. Many diversions are
made to the personal histories of other characters, each bearing a symbolical value somehow
intertwined with the overall symbolical structure.
The book is divided into three parts, differing in place (London, St. Petersburg and Siberia), tone
of narrative and phases in the characters’ development. The whole book reminds circus in the
way it is conducted, with its shows full of bitter-sweet mirth, glorious or pitiful laughter and
many picaresque characters. We can find several parallels between the round shape of the
circus arena and the circular happenings in the novel. The novel carries a strong message about
Carter’s understanding of feminism and issues concerning the struggle of power between men
and women.
The first act takes place in London in Fevvers’ changing room after one of her performances at
the circus. The reader is thrown straight into the current of the story, without any further
introduction, into the flow of Fevvers’ clanking, hoarse voice. She is being interviewed about her
life by a young American journalist Jack Walser who wants to debunk the myth of her wings.
Instead of following the usual dualistic structure of an interview she immediately and carelessly
takes the reins of the dialogue in her muscular arms and takes Walser on a wild ride through her
fabulous as well as pitiable life story. Meanwhile, her adoptive mother Lizzie takes care of her
“winged orphan” Fevvers and from time to time mingles into the story telling by fluently taking
over the torch of the fantastic and hard-to-believe narration.
Not only is Walser stunned by the overwhelming fervour of Fevvers’ narrative style and lavish
appearance, he also feels bewitched and confused by a mystical event when the bell of the Big
Ben strikes three times successively announcing the midnight. Walser witnesses the dizzying
abundance in everything about Fevvers – the reckless mess of the room, the overwhelming
rancid smell of her belongings, her ardent appetite. Most of all he is sucked into a whirl of her
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narration which in real time takes the whole night but in the fictional one it covers the whole
Fevvers’ life since the very beginning to this particular moment. The first act of the novel closes
with the end of the night and the end of Fevvers’ story.
The second volume of the book opens with a gloomy image of an old and fatigued Russian
woman working at home with her samovar and telling a fairy tale to Ivan, her grandson. The
reader learns that Walser applied for a job at the circus to be close to Fevvers (because he feels
to be attracted to her and he also wants to continue in his journalist-detective work on her) and
was accepted for the position of a clown. The whole parade of new characters is introduced and
in many story side-lines the reader watches their lives, in a more or less detailed but always
attractive way. Walser repeatedly gets into troublesome situations from which he is always
rescued by Fevvers. While she continues to be a praised star and the main attraction of the
spectacle, Walser has to transform from being a journalist to being a clown after he is no longer
able to write reports due to his arm injury. Many interactions among the circus artists occur and
subsequently, disintegration enters their group. At the end of this second part, Fevvers almost
meets her end on a visit to an insanely rich man called Rosencreutz who wants to capture and
enslave her. Only thanks to some mysterious magic trick does she manage to escape from his
claws and get into the train leaving St. Petersburg and taking the whole circus towards Siberia.
At this point the third act begins to unfold. The reader watches the circus ensemble, all wretched
by the length of the tour and the travel. Then a disaster comes; their train is blown by renegades.
After this accident, in which many circus animals die, the crew is scattered and Fevvers and
Walser are parted for the first time. He survives by chance and with help of prison escaped
woman convicts. Sadly, he loses his memory and his sense of self and wanders alone aimlessly
through the forest. He meets a Shaman there who takes him as his apprentice. Meanwhile
Fevvers, Lizzie, and the lamentable rest of the ensemble trudge into the white vastness of
Siberia. Eventually they find a village of the very renegades who have caused the train’s
explosion in order to gain Fevvers and use her alleged contacts to the Royal Family for their own
political purpose. These aspirations disappear into thin air after they find out they have believed
cheap newspaper gossips and that she cannot be of any use in their affair. After a huge storm
blows away the insane clowns, only women remain from the former group. They decide to leave
the village since Fevvers longs to find Walser towards whom she has developed a warm
affection. On their way they run into a peculiar house and its inhabitant – the Transsiberian
Conservatory and its Maestro. Two girls of the ensemble, the music lovers Mignon and Princess,
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stay with him, unlike Fevvers who insists on further search for Walser. Meanwhile, Walser has
managed to turn into a primitive wildling in the Shaman’s tribe (but not to recover his memory).
The women help Walser’s village by chance and after a short struggle Fevvers and Walser find
themselves in each other’s arms. After Walser gathers his memories and common sense Fevvers
admits she has played a couple of cunning tricks on him. The envoi of the story ends with her
triumphant, vibrating laughter enclosing the whole cosmos.

X. 2. Fevvers
In this chapter, Fevvers, the main character of Nights at the Circus, is introduced. She is the
keystone of the whole narrative, including and reflecting many layers of Carter’s story. She
represents a gate to the novel’s rich meanings. Characteristics and significance of this figure are
discussed only partly in this chapter; others are provided in chapters that follow.
The fabulous winged aerialist Fevvers guides the reader through the whole novel. Fevvers is a an
extraordinary character. Carter portrays this “Cockney Venus” lively, with the touch of savage
comedy. The main heroine is “coarse, uproarious, hectic, inventive, preposterous, soaring
through the air with the greatest ease, the daring young woman on the flying trapeze” 292 - a vivid
and sometimes explosive mixture of characteristics. The figure of this bird-woman is immensely
rich and complex in its significance.
Fevvers is the core of the novel, serving many narrative functions. She is also an epitome of
various postmodern strategies Carter employs in this book. Fevvers herself is one of the
narrators and the main figure of the story but also the embodiment and source of magic realism,
paradox, allegory and the object for Carter’s demonstration of her feminism and
demythologisation. Maybe she is just a great woman with exceptional confidence and a rich
supply of cheap tricks or maybe she really is a winged miracle. As Hammersmith defined her in
his article for The Guardian, “Fevvers herself is both a richly vulgar reality and a symbol of
feminine possibility”.293 On the stage she is an untouchable goddess; off the stage in public she
acts like a jaunty cockney. Nevertheless, the list of roles or images in which she stylizes herself is
much broader: “*s+he is a symbolical woman and a monster from the museum of curiosities, she
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grows up a brothel yet she is still a virgin, she is a first-class acrobat as well as charlatan, a
sexbomb as well as a crippled hunchback, a wild swan soaring up in the skies as well as a drab
little hopping sparrow, an ethereal angel as well as extremely sensual woman, whom her
carnality and greediness keep tightly bound to the ground”.294 During the whole book, “she
occupies the whole scale from the icon of innocence to the image of an independent, strong,
New Woman”.295 This concept of New Woman was first posed by Madam Nelson, who pictured
Fevvers’ fabulous future role after she saw her wings for the first time: “I think you must be the
pure child of the century that just now is waiting in the wings, the New Age, in which no women
will be bound down to the ground”296. Nevertheless, as Franková notices, Carter repeatedly
undermines the iconic status of her heroine.297 The traditional mythical heroines are heroic all
the time, in every deed and word of theirs. They are constantly brave, determined and in general
divinely perfect. On the contrary, Fevvers, being a “slippery object”298 is far from that. As every
ordinary woman, she has her strong sides and her weak sides as well. The register of her moods
ranges from passionately victorious to desperately woeful, her emotional stability varies from
unshakably firm to whimsical and squeamish, her looks move from divinely wonderful to scarcely
average. Within the intentions of the postmodern, Carter unsettles and challenges reader’s
expectations. Once he or she forms an assumption of what Fevvers is like, two pages later she
changes into someone completely different. By exposing such a large scale of possible
characteristics Fevvers puts on and takes off like one of her circus costumes, Carter probably
wants to implicate that women are not just simplistic, flat sets of predictable characteristics as
men tend to perceive them; just the other way round – Carter sends the message that they can
and actually do employ a variable and changeable choice of features in their behaviour. In other
words, they can be anything they decide to. By keeping the reader alert and prepared for
changing his or her assumption, Carter might instruct the reader to stop applying, knowingly or
unknowingly, the pattern of mythical female figures to women and to be open towards the
change of women’s roles and positions in society.
The most scandalous and controversial thing about Fevvers is undoubtedly her wings. The reader
never gets to know truly whether they are a hoax or actual feathered limbs of hers. With Fevvers,
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however, it is difficult to tell about anything about her being true or false. In spite of being such
an outstanding person, she is not solid and stable at all. As Pam Morris observes, Fevvers’
appearance as well as her speech and behaviour seem to be constantly in a fluent process of
change.299 The reader can never define her with a final conclusion; she is a “pluralistic perpetual
object”.300 For Walser, not being sure about the real nature of her wings is a motivation to
pursue her on her tour. His doubts about the genuineness of Fevvers’ wings are instigated by his
observance of her trapeze act: “those marmoreal, immense arms and legs of hers, as they made
leisurely, swimming movements, through the air, looked palely unconvincing, as if arbitrarily
tacked on to the bird attire. Walser *...+ thought, as he had before: ‘She looks wonderful, but she
doesn’t look right.’”.301 There might be a connection between the slippery nature of Fevvers’
circus act, the genuineness of the character herself and Carter’s notion of a new, liberated
woman: the pursue of the new form, of the new ideal which is still in process. It is troublesome
to judge Fevvers and her act simply because there is no frame of reference for her. Perhaps
Carter infers with this that there is no reliable and applicable frame of reference for modern
women who want to liberate either: “there existed no correct proportions to compare hers
with”.302 Carter may suggest that the direction of women’s future path is unclear and it still
needs to be built by every single individuality by convincing the others and then themselves:
“there was an air about her that suggested, whilst convincing others, she herself remained
unconvinced about the precise nature of her illusion”.303 Nevertheless, the reader is always
misled as far as the authenticity of Fevvers’ wings is concerned. They are explicitly referred to as
genuine only when Fevvers is in the role of the narrator; therefore, the information is not
plausible either. This narrative device is quite overt; therefore it seems as if Carter gave Fevvers
the space and opportunity to persuade the reader herself. This way, Carter accentuates the
importance of the power of will in making someone believe.
Fevvers’ wings seem to be more important in their symbolical rather than biological value. They
represent her ability to ascend to the new possibilities of women in behaviour, mentality, roles
and politics. These miraculous wings make her physical frame “the abode of limitless
freedom”.304 Nevertheless, the material reality of the wings goes side by side with their
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symbolical significance. As Aidan Day observes, in the final act of Fevvers and Walter’s love
making, the physical presence of wings on her back designates the sexual position of the couple
– her being on the top.305 This invokes the symbolical level of the swap of the traditional
dominance between men and women. The love scene then alludes, as Day mentions, to Carter’s
favourite motif – the story of Leda being raped by Zeus disguised in the form of a swan, which is
quite frequently mentioned throughout the novel.306 The difference between the Leda and Zeus’
and Walser and Fevvers’ acts is that the latter scene “inverts the classical stereotype of a male
figure with wings overwhelming a woman”.307
The reader comes across Fevvers in the very first lines of the book. Straightforward, noisy,
vigorous and highly eloquent, she usurps the reader’s attention right from the start. In the
interview with Walser, Fevvers outlines her life from the beginning to the present moment.
Nevertheless, this “beginning” is not a regular birth as the reader might presume; for as Fevvers
exclaims, “I never docked via what you might call the normal channels, sir, oh, dear me, no; but,
just like Helen of Troy, was hatched”.308 The reader learns about her childhood in Madame
Nelson’s brothel where the gentle-hearted whores brought Fevvers up and where she performed
her first “acts” – first she became a Cupid, then the Winged Victory.
Perhaps Fevvers is such a strong woman because since her childhood she had to struggle for
survival. She is often exploited, kept imprisoned and forced to take a part in perverse
performances. Her life journey is not smooth, though it is victorious at last. She has to undergo
several ordeals in the form of a clash with patriarchal power. At first, she flees from Madame
Shreck’s museum of female curiosities, succeeding to disentangle from its maze of
sadomasochistic sexual practices. Then she escapes from the claws of a deluded politician who
wants to sacrifice her to get immortality. The most striking trick of hers is when she magically
absconds from the Russian Grand Duke who wants to turn her into a tiny mechanical exhibit toy
in order to satisfy his pervert pleasures. And finally, she withstands and outsmarts a Siberian
shaman and his quaint devilry. All these men who meant to harm her came “to take away her
singularity as though it were their own invention, as though they believed she depended on their
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imaginations in order to be herself”.309 As if they thought a woman cannot exist without a man’s
patronage and wit.
Carter believes in the prospect of the self-construction, dependent only on one’s will and
imagination, not on the dominating power in society. In Fevvers she demonstrates this ability to
create one’s personality out of thin air. As Franková notices, the key feature is self-confidence
and “the ability to persuade the others about our reality and thus find ourselves”.310 There is no
family history behind Fevvers; it is because, as Lizzie tells her, “you never existed before. There’s
nobody to say what you should do or how to do it. *...+ You haven’t any history and there are no
expectations of you except the ones you yourself create”.311 Therefore, Fevvers as a literary
character is suspended in a vast, spotless fictional space, white as the Siberian planes she roams,
without any predetermined significance she would have to meet. She is allowed to juggle with
various fictions about her existence and she vigorously does. She builds her “burlesque identity
from masculine and feminine elements; from mother and daughter, from whore and saint, from
swindles and whims, from egoistic rationality and goodhearted sentimentality”.312 As mentioned
above, she creates herself continuously, mainly through her specific language that parodies and
subverts what she has built so far, becoming the already mentioned “pluralistic perpetual
object”.313 Once dominating, once cooperating, once dominated – according to the situation and
her liking.
Fevvers’ characteristic use of language is an important means of her self-construction. Fevvers
speaks in wonderfully rich and manifold English, in spite of the fact that she proclaims the east
London dialect to be her exclusive language code. As Mikolajek notes, her complex register is in
“sharp clash with our image of a simple and limited speech of an uneducated cockney flower-girl,
which was inculcated upon us by G. B. Shaw”.314 Fevvers’ style is very versatile, ranging from
expressive vulgarities to academic terminology. For Fevvers’ speech, Mikolajek proposes an apt
metaphor of a gown which she changes in accordance with the given situation: when in public,
she shows off her flamboyant cockney, while in personal conversations with her adoptive mother
Lizzie she drops it carelessly.315 In the last part of the novel, Fevvers’ language is very intimate
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and “the reader feels as if Fevvers has descended the stage and talked to him or her privately,
over a glass of wine”.316 It is just in this part that she lets the reader get closer to her inner self,
behind the curtain of language she usually draws around her. Fevvers’ speech functions as
armour or camouflage, as well as her thick make-up and insanely tight corsets. Here the reader
can find out that even Fevvers, a divinely strong woman indeed, needs some kind of protection
and since she is too proud to ask for it from men, she equips with it herself. With the issue of
Fevvers’ speech, Carter probably appeals again to women’s inner ability to shape reality and
others’ opinion about them.
As far as Fevvers’ appearance is concerned, it is built on abundance of typically very feminine
features. When Carter portrays her she chooses the universal ideal of women’s beauty and
exaggerates it ad lib.: rich long blond hair, huge blue eyes, big bosom, thin waist, curvy hips, long
lean legs. The ideal of women’s beauty has been changing throughout the history but these
attributes are almost timeless. In the 1980s when the novel was written a sporty and wellshaped body was preferred, which was influenced by the rise of the trend of fitness. The reader
can notice that Fevvers’ body partly corresponds with this ideal, to which Carter adds the everfavourable female signs, such as big breasts. However, in the nineties the preferences changed
again and frail, almost ill-looking models (and therefore women) were considered beautiful.
These days, this notion of women’s beauty is unfortunately still valid in the Western world. With
some of her attributes Fevvers would fit into today’s ideal but otherwise she would be too sturdy
and well-built. It might be interesting for the reader to consider how Carter’s depiction would
change if she wrote the novel in these days. If the ideal was to reflect the current preferences,
Fevvers would probably be much slimmer and weaker. On the other hand, if Carter wanted to
preserve her prospect of Fevvers as a strong heroine with the look of an ancient goddess she
would probably not refrain from the physical characteristics she outlined in the novel.
Fevvers is fascinating and ambiguous in her physical beauty. One may wonder whether she was
born this perfect or whether her grandiose look is just another result of her confidence trick.
Many women would probably incline to the latter explanation. Even Walser contemplates the
origin of her stunning visage. “You did not think of calculation when you saw her, so finely judged
was her performance.”317 The last phrase implies that Fevvers actually acts all the time, she is a
huge pretender – such a good one that she herself tends to forget she is performing. Perhaps she
316
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even manages to persuade herself she is not. Once again, the reader is reminded of the crucial
question of the main character as well as the whole novel: “is it fact or fiction?”.
Even such a strong woman like Fevvers, with iron will and sharp wit, can be struck by crisis of
identity (and thus the image of super-woman Carter creates in Fevvers can be undermined).
Fevers struggles with it after the train incident in the waste land of Siberia. She is in a pitiable
state indeed. With one wing broken and bandaged, the other fading and turning drab and her
hair growing brown by the roots she looks more like a “grey London sparrow than a colourful
tropical bird”.318 The reason why she deteriorates in her looks and her spirit is that she, as
Mikolajek reflects, has no one to admire her; in a way, she is “addicted to her audience”.319
Mikolajek pronounces an interesting idea that Fevvers needs someone to look up to her to
because without her admirers she would lose the certainty about who she is. 320 It seems as if the
audience worked as a mirror whose reflection makes her sure about her existence and in which
she can marvel her greatness. Mikolajek suggests that with Walser it is the same: Fevvers desires
to meet him so much not only because he loves her but also because her former, glorious self
she wants to get back is preserved in his memory and his journals.321 Without this outer mirror
and without the “myths that surrounded and moulded her for her whole life”322 she suddenly
feels naked and insecure. At this point, Carter seems to voice a critical point about the
development of female liberation she shapes throughout her novel. On this feature of Fevvers’,
she probably illustrates that is very recently that the shackles of patriarchy finally let women
loose and that they still need time to acquire a full-fledged, self-sufficient and equal position.

X. 3. Liberation and transformation
Liberation and transformation are important concepts that accompany and mould Carter’s
notion of women’s development. In particular, as Palmer lists them, Carter’s early texts are
inhabited by these feminist themes: “gender and its construction, the cultural production of
femininity, male power under patriarchy, and the myths and institutions that serve to maintain
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it”.323 As Palmer notes, in her early texts, Carter recurrently uses the image of a puppet to
portray women’s position in society.324 In this oppressed and manipulated form “human beings
are reduced by a process of physic repression”.325 What is new in Carter’s later fiction, including
the Nights at the Circus, is her tendency to utilize a more positive, even a “celebratory and
utopian”326 view on female positioning in the patriarchal society. New horizons seem to open
with her inclination to themes of liberation and change of women’s personal and social lives. As
Palmer points out, in Nights at the Circus it can be observed that the perspective of Carter’s
narration changes, the image of puppet dissolves and the attention of the narrative twines
around its centre represented by a woman.327 As Palmer indicates, because the concepts of
feminity and masculinity are deconstructed, the female perspective and experience can be given
voice.328 Characters such as Fevvers, the astounding winged creature, are put into the spotlight.
Palmer believes that the fact of Fevvers being hatched represents the idea of emancipation and
new start.329 The motif of Fevvers having come from an egg allows Carter to disengage this
character of her origins – her parents, family and family history - which provides Carter the
coveted blank space for a new image of womanhood yet to be created. As Cixous points out,
these ideas suggest “the possibility of radical transformations of behaviour, mentalities, roles
and political economy”.330 These motifs of liberation and change are significant for in Carter’s
feminism.
Female figures are not the only ones who experience liberation through deconstruction and
rebirth. Since Carter’s feminism aims to re-establish the overall gender standards in society, it is
not focused only on women - it concerns men and their change and growth as well. In her novel,
Carter molds a new world where the two sides, men and women (or, in other words, their
representatives Walser and Fevvers), leave their former ground and stake out their new,
mutually enforced positions in cooperation. Fevvers begins as a breath-taking spectacle; a
sensation hunted by numerous freaks, and comes out as a strong yet affectionate woman.
Walser starts as an average young man who watches the world quite uninterestedly, as if from
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behind a thick glass curtain, and ends up as a New Man – a perfect match for Fevvers, the New
Woman. Whereas Fevvers loses her glorious looks but also her loftiness throughout the novel,
Walser has to lose himself completely to become a new person. As Palmer observes, Walser
undergoes a “mental breakdown and subsequent reconstruction of masculinity”.331 Palmer
provides one more male character as an example of a thorough transformation – the ape man.
This insanely violent and sexually-driven drunkard “renounces his machismo and starts to learn
gentleness”.332 His animalistic temper is almost magically tamed after Mignon leaves him for
Princess with whom she starts a romantic relationship. As if in humble awe in front of such an
unusual phenomenon (and the beautiful music these two women perform), the ape man
changes his attitude to these women and replaces beating and raping with helping and caring. In
this motif Carter might express her view that women, strengthened by alliance with each other,
can become beings worth appreciation and admiration rather than punching bags.
By this overall re-set of a man’s identity Carter might imply that men in general need to revise
their former selves – their beliefs and opinions - and wipe out all the dogmas and stereotypes
they have ever held about women. By the character of Buffo the clown, she might even betoken
that some outlooks and attitudes in men should be erased irrecoverably. This obscure clown
keeps devastating his body and mind as well until he finally disappears in a Siberian snowstorm.
In connection with change and re-establishing of former standards of individuals, Palmer brings
forward Bakhtin’s carnivalistic perspective. As this perspective focuses on “abnormal states of
mind, including mental breakdown and *…+ dreams”333, it can serve to propose the “dialogical
attitude of man to himself”. Bakhtin argues that ‘canivalesque’ can “contribute to the
destruction of *man’s+ integrity and finalizedness“, thus enabling one to turn into an entirely new
and different personality.334 The ‘carnivalesque’ provides a chance to re-consider one’s views by
shattering the old ones and offering ways of figuring new ones. Nights at the Circus itself can be
understood as a carnival: a wild, rich, riotous and insane celebration, a whirlwind that turns over
and blows away the old order, proposing, however not firmly building, a new one
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X. 3.1. Group liberation
So far the liberation of individuals, mainly female ones, has been discussed. Nevertheless, the
motifs of liberation apply also to female groups and communities as well. It is only logical that
Carter accentuates the strength of alliance which might compensate for the putative weakness
of women as individuals.
As Palmer suggests, traditional patriarchal view on women is usually polarized to two
antagonistic extremes: on one hand, females are depicted as symbols of transcendence, such an
angels or goddesses; on the other hand they are condemned to a sub-human position, similar to
animals. Palmer notices that Carter aptly uses this dichotomy to outline a parallel between the
flock of circus monkey performers (the group of chimpanzees led by the Professor) and the
position of female human members of the circus ensemble. Both these groups are captured in
the forces of patriarchal supremacy; both are being exploited and brutalized.335 Carter illustrates
her observation of society on the micro-universe of the circus. In that time into which the novel
is set almost every institution was male-dominated, however, in describing the life of the circus
members Carter is particular about how clean-cut and cruel towards women the power
distribution between the sexes was: men ruled over animals and women. The first were beaten
by men for their physical weakness, the latter for their (supposedly) lesser intellectual skills. But
as the author wishes to “entertain and instruct”336, at a certain phase of the narrative she reverts
the layout of power between men and women (and animals) and lets the latter riot and break
free: the circus women and animals “rebel against their captors and succeed in liberating
themselves from the tyranny of the circus”337.
Palmer notices more examples of female groups’ liberation. She observes that many Carter’s
female characters challenge the patriarchal distribution of power and roles to achieve freedom
from the male-dominated structures and institutions.338 Palmer brings an example of Lizzie and
Fevvers, whose relationship transcends the borders of being friends and foster-mother and
foster-daughter and in accord with the feminist slogan “the personal is political” are revealed to
be allied in politics, too, struggling together for women’s suffrage and other rights. Another
example brought by Palmer is the women from Madame Nelson’s brothel who, in their free time,
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used to become “a miniature women’s centre, humming with feminist activity”.339 Palmer also
notices women from Countess P.’s asylum: love and affections unites and motivates the female
prisoners and guards from the asylum to escape their pervert oppressor and to form together a
female Utopia in the heart of Siberian taiga. They left behind their old lives and in togetherness
they set off to find home in “the white world around them *which+ looked newly made, a blank
sheet of fresh paper on which they could inscribe any future they wished”. 340 As Palmer notes,
Carter handles the topic of female journey with enthusiasm, stressing the notion of joyous
female togetherness: “they set off hand in hand, and soon started to sing, for joy”. 341 Another
case of female unity that Palmer mentions is represented by the lesbian relationship between
Mignon, the miserable orphan with luckily short memory, and the princess of Abyssinia, the
piano virtuoso and tiger-tamer. Both these women possess the gift of music, “their language in
which they’d found their way to one another”342, and as Palmer indicates, a fascinating ability to
make ferocious tigers tamed and docile with it. Each of them was a wrecked being, one ravaged
by innumerous beatings from men, the other from peculiar fate of danger and loneliness,
however, together, “as a pair, *...+ [they] transcend their individualities”.343 Carter designedly
brings this topic of a homosexual coupling between Mignon and Princess as an example of a
sexual orientation which definitely did not occupy the limelight in the traditional patriarchal
society. In history, women mainly served the function of multiplying and taking care of the
family. This traditionally pragmatic notion is undermined by Carter’s employing this lesbian
couple. These both women made a huge progress from being someone’s enslaved tool to being
each other’s unique complement. From being useful for the outer society they moved to fulfil
their personal wishes. Moreover, the racial origin of Princess is also significant -she is black. In
both Carter’s choices of sexual and racial issues the postmodern feature of examining the
margins can be noticed.
Another display of Carter’s feminism in Nights at the Circus can be also illustrated on her
deliberate choice of its historical setting – the very end of the nineteenth century - and as such it
is discussed in one of the following the next chapters.
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X. 4. Feminism: masculine and feminine roles, relationship between the sexes

Another important theme of Nights at the Circus is Carter’s notion of feminism. The main
attention is paid to a female character of Fevvers who strains to find and define her Self only to
subsequently shape it into the ideal of the New Woman; the notion of feminism in this novel is
tightly connected with the personal liberation of this woman. The traditional dichotomy of men’s
and women’s roles is presented in their inverted, or, better put, remarkably disrupted form.
Fevvers openly reveals her adherence to the ideal of the New Woman, as mentioned above. She
also links most of the positive values with femininity. For example, as Mikolajek notices, she
refers to London, as a one-breasted queen of Amazons, or she describes the Madame Nelson’s
brothel as a “perfect, loving Utopia, where the priestesses of love spent their entire free time
with self-education and developing their virtues”.344 On the other hand, as Mikolajek identifies,
Nights at the Circus can hardly be labelled as a tacky feminist agitprop. He observes that Carter is
able to keep a balanced, non-black-and-white view on feminist issues; she assumes a positive
attitude to sexually fulfilled love and declines the idea of women as innocent victims of the
misogynist world. She does not refrain from depicting negative female characters and presents
the dark side of femininity.

345

Madame Shreck or Countess P., for instance, are thoroughly

negative: corrupted, vindictive, monstrous. As Mikolajek observes, these elderly women who
openly support the patriarchal system by oppressing and exploiting other women are “perceived
as a potentially bigger threat to the New Women than men themselves” 346 and thus they are
punished by Carter for their vices – the former turns into dust, the latter becomes the only
prisoner of her pervert sanatorium.347
Fevvers is far from the traditional patriarchal image of a woman (or a lady) as someone dutiful,
obedient, modest, shy, mannered, neat and decent, interesting just for her beauty and at the
very most by some domestic skills. In fact, she is endowed by qualities traditionally attributed to
men: unlike, for example, the female characters of Jane Austen or Brontë sisters (who are,
however, still quite exceptional for their time – brave and morally integrated), Fevvers is
dominating, outrageous, very messy and bold. She is gluttonous: she eats and drinks with an
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enormous appetite: “*s+he gorged, she stuffed herself, she spilled gravy on herself *...+, she had a
gullet to match her size and table manners of the Elizabethan variety”.348 Such a picture may
shock or offend the traditional view on ladies’ table manners. Fevvers is a muscular, six feet two
inches tall giantess who rules her own life. She is (as much as possible) independent on men,
making her own living in a circus as a trapeze artist. She is almost fearless, both in performing her
trapeze act and in her interpersonal relationships. She is often the one who saves Walser when
he gets into trouble during his stay with circus, employed as a clown. In these acts she executes
the conventionally male’s role. Throughout the novel she also overcomes three adversities – a
task which is traditionally (in fairy tales etc.) submitted to men. As far as her relationship to
Walser is concerned, at first she is indifferent towards him, and only later on she develops
feelings for him. Untypically for female characters, she boldly observes him as a sexually
attractive object. She does not pretend to like him for his chivalrous character or brilliant mind;
she just fancies his good looks. By endowing a female character by this superficial way of
perceiving an individual of the opposite sex Carter provokes reader’s common assumption about
the divide of female and male roles. At the end of the novel Fevvers takes over the active role
entirely and sets off to search for Walser to reunite with him.
For Fevvers, Carter actually gathers all the traditionally appreciated men’s characteristic features,
amplifies them and bestows them on her broad-shouldered heroine. Carter assigns her the traits
typical for men, still preserving those typical for women - both in their most intense appearance and thus she creates an overwhelmingly strong and dizzying mixture. Fevvers is strong and
outstanding in all her features which influence her behaviour – some of the features stay with
her all the time, other come and go, allowing her to become such a slippery personality. Perhaps
Carter wants to show that an individual can show any set of characteristics, no matter what
gender this individual belongs to. Through the character of Fevvers, Carter encourages women
not to refrain from their real selves only because it might frighten or disgust someone.
On the contrary, the main male character Jack Walser seems to lack any outstanding or
interesting characteristic features, at least at the beginning. He is a young American journalist,
who, since the moment he sits down into the chair in Fevvers’ dressing room, “sets off to a
picaresque journey which ends by his rebirth in Fevvers’ arms”.349 Despite being much-travelled
and quite experienced, Jack does not have a developed inner life. He records the reality around
348
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him as an eye of a camera, not judging it, not letting it in. He is handsome, manly and
straightforward, which is enough for Fevvers to start liking him. Perhaps, what she truly likes
about him is his incompleteness. Since the very start she probably knows that he could become
her project; that it will be easy to knead the shapeless quality of his misty character into a solid,
definite figure, according to her liking.
In their relationship he is quite passive, following Fevvers or waiting for her; he is enchanted and
awed by her and he also represents the object of her sexual desire. His personality is at first
described as “a little unfinished; *...+ a handsome house that has been left, furnished”. 350 As
Palmer states, Walser is the one who deconstructs himself to assimilate with the requirements of
becoming the New Man, a suitable counterpart for Fevvers, the New Woman.351 In Carter’s
words, “Walser took himself apart and put himself together again”.352 More importantly, he is
willing to adapt himself to her conditions – he follows her on her tour across Europe and Siberia.
This is a very unusual tendency for a man: in the traditional patriarchy society women
accommodated to their fathers, brothers and husbands. They accompanied them, supported
them silently, and created a comfortable background for them.
Walser does not bear the attributes that were traditionally ascribed to men: he is not
significantly richer or stronger than Fevvers; neither is he more worldly-wise or experienced.
Nevertheless, the inversion is not entire; he does not exactly show the characteristics
traditionally assigned to female characters. This is because the dichotomy is not purely
overturned; the counterparts are made equals instead. This concept reflects Carter’s notion of
feminism in which she does not desire a vindictive war against males and females but a balanced,
congruous co-existence of the genders. In other words, as Day puts it, “*t+he relationship
between Walser and Fevvers is based not on the principle of dominator and dominated but on
the idea of love between equals”.353 Day suggests that Carter “is indicating that a new
his/herstory is possible because of this new kind of relationship between a woman and a
man”.354 The traditional patriarchal icon of male dominance is abandoned to give way to the new
kind of relationship between the genders. This new kind is supposed to be a consensus,
established on the balanced middle, not upon the other dire position of the range that ardent
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feminists may suggest. The reader might find this tendency of Carter’s feminism really appealing
since her proposal is even-handed and moderate, and thus sustainable.

X. 5. Historical setting
Nights at the Circus shows certain features of historiographic metafiction. Carter set this novel in
a particular historical era, at the break of the nineteenth and twentieth century. This is not a
random choice, however. As Carter herself observes about Nights at the Circus, it is “set at
exactly the moment in European history when things began to change [...] quite deliberately, and
*Fevvers+ is the new woman”.355
This choice gives Carter a suitable opportunity to sustain her purpose which is to exemplify an
exceptional and remarkable woman, a character who supports female liberation not only with
her attitude and opinions but also with her deeds, both personal and political. In the case of
Fevvers, these two levels – personal and political - go hand in hand as she is a well-known
person, or, said in today’s words, a celebrity. Thus, she is an influential figure whose views and
behaviour are not only watched but they can also be discussed and shared by the public. Carter
probably chose Fevvers’ job – a circus artist – intentionally because its possibilities mirror her
notion of feminism. This trapeze artist is famous enough to be able to chime her ideas among the
public; on the other hand, a circus performer is not too snooty to keep too long a distance from
the common people. And it is actually a normal, common person from whom Carter believes the
change of liberation should arise.
Fevvers’ personal story is marked with the political development, in particular with the strong
evolvement of women’s rights that took place towards the end of the nineteenth century. As Day
reports, this period of time was crucial for the feminist movement since it planted the topic of
women’s rights to the public consciousness.356 “The late nineteenth century laid the ground for
what would be, in part at least, consolidated and crystallised and turned into the British
parliamentary legislation in the twentieth century”.357 As Day reports, the issue of women’s
suffrage, especially, was at the centre of these aspirations. She mentions John Stuart Mill, for
example, who was a great supporter of women’s suffrage and who put this issue in his election
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address. Day notes that many amendments aiming for the gain of the franchise upon women
were proposed, however, unsuccessfully. As a particularly disappointing case Day mentions the
Liberal W.E. Gladstone whose refusal of an amendment to the Reform Bill of 1884 was supposed
to grant women with the voting right.358 It was not until 1920 that female citizens of the United
States (of 21 years of age at least) were allowed to vote. This civil right was granted by the
Nineteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution and it banned any United States
citizen to be forbidden from the right to vote based on sex.359
Carter employs other several real political issues and personages in her narrative to disturb the
border between the historical and fictional. For example Walser is told by Fevvers that all the
prostitutes living and working in Madame Nelson’s brothel identified themselves with women’s
franchise: “we were all suffragists in that house; oh, Nelson was a one for ‘Votes for Women’, I
can tell you!”

360

and she defiantly adds, “Does that seem strange to you? That the caged bird

should want to see the end of cages, sir?”.361 Or there is a character, despised by Fevvers and
called by her as Reusencreutz, a Member of Parliament who pays a great and systematic political
effort to prevent women from their right to vote. Fevvers says, “I saw it in the paper only
yesterday how he gives the most impressive speech in the House on the subject of Votes for
Women. Which he is against. On account of how women are of different soul-substance from
men, cut from different bolt of spirit and cloth, and altogether too pure and rarefied to be
bothering their pretty little heads with things of this world, such as the Irish question and the
Boer War”.362 Here in this satirical tone, Fevvers highly possibly alludes to the above mentioned
W. E. Gladstone. In this quote, the reader can notice how preposterous and antique Carter
makes it sound for phrases such as women’s “pretty little heads” or being “cut from different
bolt of spirit and cloth”363 - expressions that were ridiculous even in Fevvers’ time. These days
no public figure could afford to use them without being condemned and despised. Even in
Carter’s time they would be unacceptable.
Nights at the Circus gently infiltrates in the historical period of the dawn of the 19th century also
by alluding to several real historical public figures from the branch of art, politics or science. In
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the very first scene where Fevvers enthusiastically tells Walser about her European tour, she
drops a couple of famous names from art, starting with a British one, Dan Leno, the Victorian
music hall comedian: “I love London *...+. London - as dear old Dan Leno calls it, ‘a little village on
the Thames of which the principal industries are the music hall and the confidence trick’”. 364 The
reader can notice how Carter handily links her fictional circus performer Fevvers to the really
formerly existing famous trickster Leno to dissolve the divide between the historical and
fictional. After mentioning several French names associated with experimental art work, such as
the dramatist Alfred Jarry who “proposed marriage”365, the renowned painter of prostitutes
Henri Toulouse-Lautrec (“not just Lautrec but all impressionists vied to paint her” 366) or the
novelist Sidonie-Gabrielle Colette and her husband Henry Gauthier-Villars known as Willy (“Willy
gave her supper and she gave Colette some good advice”367) she brings up an indirect reference
to Sigmund Freud and his psychoanalysis, alluding to his notorious work with instincts and
dreams: “*i+n Vienna, she deformed the dreams of that entire generation who would
immediately commit themselves wholeheartedly to psychoanalysis”.368 In London, Fevvers also
gains the interest of the Prince of Wales.
Another important element integrating the real political situation of the end of the 19th century
into the novel is Lizzie. Although a former prostitute, she is a radical suffragist, a zealous and
deliberate fighter for women’s rights, and an “epitome of the English radical tradition”.369
Compared to Fevvers who openly affects the wide audience Lizzie works secretly, as if from the
entrenchment. Her style of work for women’s liberation might be move covert, nonetheless, the
more efficient it is. She manipulates Walser to attach some of her letters to the journalistic mail
packages he is sending to Britain. Later on, the reader figures out that they are politically
oriented news about Russian internal affairs and that she is sending them to Russian dissidents in
exile - the very group of politically active people who would eventually commence the Russian
Revolution of 1917. Day suggests that the roots of Lizzie’s political views can be traced down to
the English radical movement of the 1790s which are connected, among others, with the names
of Mary Woolstencraft, a British writer, philosopher and advocate of women’s rights, and her
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partner, William Godwin, a philosopher, novelist and political journalist.370 The reader can notice
that Lizzie is inspired by these existent personages of women’s suffrage in the scene where Lizzie
ponders the group of female guards and convicts who escaped from the Countess P’s sanatorium
and who are eager to start a female utopian society in the Siberian taiga. Lizzie cynically wonders
whether the boy babies will be fed to female polar bears. Obviously bad-tempered, she is upset
with their idea which she probably finds foolish and exaggerated and “clearly *thinks+ herself
back in Whitechapel at a meeting of the Godwin and Woolstencraft Debating Society”.371 As
discussed in other chapters, Lizzie is a voice of the common sense and the most foresighted
female character.
To sum up, however spectacularly fantastic or magical Night at the Circus might seem, it carefully
fits in the particular historical context Carter set it into. It is a fantasy “whose symbolic meaning
can be recovered in rational historical terms”.372 This anchorage in the realities of the end of the
late 19th century of an otherwise fictional story creates the tension between the historical, or
real, and the fictional, or made-up. This tension generates one of the many proverbial layers of
Carter’s work, hidden under the gaudy and entertaining surface.
Carter probably uses the device of historiographic metafiction to multiply reader’s doubts about
credibility of phenomena. Naturally, one would scarcely believe Fevvers really existed and took
part in women’s suffrage. What Carter probably aims to draw reader’s attention to is rather the
following: as well as the reader is provoked to question the authenticity of Fevvers’ wings and
personality and to consider the significance of this character’s historical setting, he or she is also
encouraged to challenge all fixed standards and rules that keep women down. There can be
several reasons Carter set her novel into its period of time: perhaps she wanted to compare the
situations of women’s liberation at the end of the 19th century and the 8os of the 20th century to
highlight the progress this issue made. She also might have wanted to encourage her fellow
women active in the feminist movement to further work by reinvigorating the very rise of their
common purpose.
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X. 6. Allegory, intertextuality
Nights at the Circus was acclaimed by critics as a “spell-binding achievement” or a “glorious
enchantment”.373 This praise can be accredited to its richness in levels of meanings, including
allegory, intertextuality and deconstruction.
The narrative of Nights at the Circus consists of many layers which can be elevated from
underneath the entertaining surface. Carter employs allegorical ideas which are carried by
certain characters. Haffenden suggests that Mignon, for example, is supposed to represent
Europe.374 Carter depicts her as a ruined, impoverished orphan whose pitiful state, as Haffenden
identifies, symbolizes Europe after the War, “which is why she carries such a weight of literary
and musical references on her frail shoulders”.375 On the other hand, Colonel Kearny represents
the capitalistic, consumerist world of the United States, with his extravagant flag-suit, fat cigar
and pompous display of national pride, wealth and indomitable entrepreneur spirit combined
with redneck-like vulgarity. Professor, the leader of the ape group, symbolizes the humans’
misguided pride that they are the best and most moral creatures on earth. By his act of gaining
independence he proves that the dominating ones are not necessarily the best ones. He and his
group completely distort the traditional hierarchy of men and animals when they prove
themselves more responsible, thoughtful, educated and disciplined than their human master, a
violent and neglectful drunkard.
The figure of the Shaman represents the primary, indigenous connection with nature and the
idea of ignorance towards the knowledge of the Western civilised man. Buffo, the chief clown, or
the “Lord of Misrule”376, represents the idea of disintegration and chaos. This clown, master of
his craft, leader of the group and an immensely desperate person, intentionally decomposes
himself physically and psychically as well. “*E+verything having collapsed about him as if a
grenade exploded it, he starts to deconstruct himself. His face becomes contorted by the most
hideous grimaces as if he were trying to shake off the very wet white with which it is coated: [...],
shake out his teeth, shake off his nose, shake away his eyeballs, let all go flying off in a convulsive
self-dismemberment”.377
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Intertextuality is another level of meaning Carter managed to interlace into her narrative. She
alludes to many acknowledged authors of the European and American literary tradition,
including Dante, Shakespeare, Milton, Ibsen, Melville, Poe, Baudelaire, or Joyce, thus creating an
effect of “polyphonic interplay of *...+ cultural attitudes and moments”.378 For instance, Melville’s
masterpiece Moby Dick (1851) is alluded to when Carter introduces Walser: “*c+all him
Ishmael”.379 Also the title of Remarque’s All Quiet on the Western Front (1928) “*i+f all was quiet
on the monkey front”380 is unobtrusively worked into the text. Carter also alludes to art
conventions. Breughel, Gaugain, Lautrec and many other painters and artists are aptly
mentioned throughout the text. For example, as Stoddart suggests, Carter’s description of
Fevvers’ feathered headdress and gown recalls Max Ernst’s picture The Robing of the Bride
(1940)381 and as Finney finds, the way Carter presents how the tigers’ appearance scattered in
the shards of broken mirror after the train crash may be related to René Magritte’s paintings
Découverte(1927) or Le Faux Miroir (1928).382 Carter frequently mentions another painting, Leda
and the Swan (Titian, 1550s) or mainly the mythical story behind it, as a cultural intersection
including feminism, myth and female liberation. Allusions to fairy tales can be also found, e. g.
when Walser observes Fevvers to find that her “teeth are big and carnivorous as those of Red
Riding Hood’s grandmother”.383 Moreover, this allusion connects Nights at the Circus not only to
the traditional fairy tale, but also to Carter’s other own work, The Bloody Chamber. Biblical
references are present, too, e.g. when Fevvers describes her early attempts to fly; “*l+ike Lucifer,
I fell”384 or when Carter mentions the never-ending toil of women demonstrating it on the pitiful
life of a Petersburg babushka: “woman’s work is never done; how the work of all the Marthas,
and all the Marys, too”.385 Roman and Greek mythology is also a rich source from which Carter
draws for sustaining her narrative by intertextual allusions. Among many others she mentions
Vesta, the virgin goddess of hearth, home and family in Roman mythology, Icarus, a young man
who attempted to escape from Crete using wings constructed from feathers and wax, or Flora,
the minor goddess of flowers and spring from Roman mythology, and Azrael, the Archangel of
death in non-biblical tradition including Islam etc.
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Even Fevvers’ “civil” name, Sophia, was very probably chosen by Carter on purpose. The name
enshrines a rich imagery of various cultures or religious systems. For example in the tradition of
Rosincrucians, who strive to return to a spiritual plane, Sophia is the one who succeeds to be
brought back into the light of God by supplying a small spark of spirituality into its creation.386 In
the form of an angelic creature, “Sophia is usually depicted with wings and sometimes bearing a
sword”387, which entirely corresponds with the Carter’s portrayal of her heroine Fevvers who
comprises both these features. Interestingly,“*i+n Gnostic tradition, Sophia is a divine being, an
emanation or Aeon formed directly from the light of God. She is the female counterpart [...] (and
in some traditions, wife) of Christ and of the Holy Spirit”.388 Provided this explanation, the reader
might infer, that Walser is supposed not only to become a New Man, but also an important
cultural figure, in its importance not dissimilar to Christ himself.
It is impossible for this thesis to capture and name every single intertextual reference Carter uses
in Nights at the Circus; nevertheless, the given examples should provide a sufficient picture of
their abundance and complexity. This proves Carter to be a very erudite writer who intersperses
her prose with wide-ranged references to culture, history, politics and other human fields of
interest.

X. 7. Magic realism
The use of magic realism is crucial for Nights at the Circus. The mixing of natural and
supernatural frees Carter’s writing and “enables *her+ to make observations about society,
gender and the power of myth, and she is particularly sceptical about any construct that has
been naturalized and accepted without question”.389 This undermining of constructs, found in
Nights at the Circus, is considered a postmodern feature as well as it is marginality and
transgression of boundaries – features suggested by Heather Johnson as constant for magic
realism and as those that “account in part in Carter’s focus on the circus”. 390 As Johnson reports,
Carter’s way of using magic realism is definitely connected to the feminism portrayed in the book
as it serves as an “eccentric perspective on reality” since “reality *is+ centred on patriarchal
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values and fixed models of gender identity”.391 As Johnson mentions, Nights at the Circus, as
many other postmodernist novels, points out at the insecurity about its status of being real. 392 To
bring the motif of circus again, it is used here as “the magical circle of difference”393, as an
“alternative world[...]”394 in which can be found the “combination of the imaginary with the
realistic”.395
Magic realism blends the fantastic with the real. The fantastic occurrences are usually better
visible and more striking since they disrupt the sense of the normal. However, it is also
interesting to view this problematic from the other side and notice the elements of the text
which really exist in the outer life and thus give the text the impression of plausibility. As
Stoddart observes, Carter uses various realistic elements to root her novel in the real world, e.g.
by referencing the actual places in London, such as St Paul’s, Chelsea Bridge or Trafalgar Square,
or by placing actual products and labels, such as Golden Syrup.396
One example of Carter’s use of magic realism techniques is her work with the phenomenon of
time. She purposely challenges and warps its normal course throughout the novel. It can be
demonstrated on the scene when Walser, invited over to Fevvers and Lizzie’s house at Battersea,
is urged to oblige the call of nature. He is told to do it right in the room where the ladies are
sitting, behind a curtain. He finds himself stirred by slight disgust when “earthiness reasserted
itself all around him”397: the savoury smell of fried bacon mixed with the smell of urine, the sight
of “dirty bathwater, on the scummed, grey surface of which the last deposit of tea leaves already
floated”.398 Meanwhile, a supernatural occurrence takes place – the Big Ben strikes midnight for
the second time that evening and is echoed by the broken but valued old clock Fevvers and Lizzie
brought from Ma Nelson’s house. The clocks “*i+nside and outside matched exactly, but both
were badly wrong”.399 Such magical and disorientating manipulation of time reinforces the idea
of time as a relative concept which can be personalised and remoulded, “both in the service of
patriarchy and to undermine it”.400 Walser, whose certainty about and union with the outer
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world lie in defining and proving objective reality is rather demoralized by this occurrence. The
reader is thus reminded that he or she is reading fiction whose facility is to distort time – to
compress it, stretch it or converge it. Another trick played with time is set into the latter part of
the novel when Fevvers and Lizzie are about to meet Walser again, after his stay with Shaman.
Judging from the length of his beard, he was gone for a couple of months, nevertheless, Fevvers
and Lizzie claim not to have seen him only a few weeks. Lizzie observes from this that “Father
Time has many children”401, highlighting the fact that even time, a phenomenon seemingly tight
up with nature, is not unanimously perceived and is subordinated to subjective views.
The most peculiar distortion of time and space is displayed in the final part of Fevvers’ struggle
with the Grand Duke. The scene brims with anomalous occurrences happening at the same
moment: while Fevvers stimulates Grand Duke with her hand, the automatic orchestra “lay*s+
down the geometrics of the plausible” and the ice-carved statue of Fevvers collapses into the
remains of caviar. The bitter knowledge that she has been fooled heartens Fevvers into action:
“She dropped the toy train on the Isfahan runner – mercifully, it landed on its wheels – as, with a
grunt and whistle of expelled breath, the Grand Duke ejaculated. In those few seconds of his
lapse of consciousness Fevvers ran helter-skelter down the platform, opened the door of the
first-class compartment and clambered aboard”.402 It seems as if Fevvers chose the brief moment
of Duke’s unconsciousness during his orgasm to beat not only him but mainly and the laws of
space-time continuum and with the strength of her confidence she manages to displace herself
magically. The power of her will is what enables her to change the outer realities and escape the
given time and space and thus her perdition. The scene accentuates the importance of the power
of consciousness in women’s liberation.
After the train crash a strange, magical event happens. The tigers disappear, or in other words,
their physical bodies vanish only to embody into the smouldering pieces of shattered mirrors:
“on one broken fragment of mirror, a paw with the claws out; on another, a snarl” 403; as if the
inert fire of the beasts correlated with the blast of energy produced by the explosion and as if the
energy only changed place and form. Johnson points out a very common magic realistic
occurrence – speaking and thinking animals. She exemplifies it on the Professor, the leader of the
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apes who educated themselves and finally disengaged themselves from their humiliating service
for the circus.404
Not only events but also items have magical value in Nights at the Circus. For example Fevvers’
sword which she gets from by Ma Nelson, using it in posing as the Winged Victory, only to lose it
later in her struggle with Grand Duke. This sword, as a mythological piece of armour, brings her
protection and success – after losing it luck seems to leave her. Above mentioned Father Time is
another magical object. Operated somehow by Lizzie it fools Walser twice about time. After the
women are deprived of this artefact, another peel of magic is stripped down, leaving them to
their wits only.
As Johnson explains, by employing the magic appearances Carter provides for “scepticism
towards inherited concepts”. She aptly concludes the effect of the miraculous in the novel:
“nothing can be taken for granted when anything seems possible”. This leads Johnson to the
summarizing idea that the mentioned scepticism accords with Carter’s ”exploration of the
politics and gender” which also reflects in her “gendered aspects of myth”.405

X. 8. Genre mixture
The novel might seem not to fit into any specific genre or not even be composed of a defined set
of genres – or as Sage puts it, it “levitates out of the clutches of classification”.406 However, some
critics believe otherwise. For example Aidan Day argues that under the “superficially
carnivalesque features of the work” there is a deeper level which is “formally or generically quite
traditional” as the work re-makes or “re-imagines”407 the traditional narrative forms. As Carter
herself told Haffenden in an interview, “the idea behind Nights at the Circus was very much to
entertain and instruct, and I purposely used a certain eighteen century fictional device – the
picaresque, where people have adventures in order to find themselves in places where they can
discuss philosophical concepts without distractions”.408 The picaresque is a novelistic genre from
the European literary tradition of the 17th and 18th centuries. As Merriam-Webster dictionary
suggests, its name comes from the Spanish word “picaresco” or “pícaro” which is related to
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“rogues” or “rascals”.409 The classic of this genre is Miguel de Cervantes’ Don Quixote (1605-15).
Typically, a picaresque narrative is humorous or satiric in tone, episodic in structure, presenting a
rather miserable or mischievous hero of a dubious origin who goes through hilarious or
disgraceful adventures in a society full of vices. Lorna Sage sees Nights at the Circus as “radically
picaresque” because of the disconcerting way of dealing with labels and values.410 Although it is
postmodernist strategy to pastiche existing literary genres, Day believes that this narrative
feature is called upon straight, not to be parodied or relativized. Instead of adhering to the
presumption of postmodernist “hybridity and fragmentariness”, Day suggests that Nights at the
Circus effectively fills the old literary forms with new concepts.411 Carter’s novel stems from the
tradition of the historical novel, or rather “her-storical”, as Day labels it for its female-centred
perspective.412 Carter adopts this perspective to undermine and criticise the male accounts of
history.
Another genre which can be seen intertwined in the rich narrative of Nights at the Circus is the
Gothic. As is only usual for Carter, on one hand, in certain aspects she clings to the workings of
the genre, on the other hand, she weakens its canon by pushing or reverting the other ones.
This double-dealing approach can be observed on the case of Fevvers. Munford suggests that the
conventions of Gothic can be spotted in her omnipresent entrapment. This entrapment comes
from the outside as well as from within the heroine. The outside incarcerating powers can be
seen in various villains who try to kill her or imprison her or by her wings which ostracise her
from the society in a way. Interestingly, Munford suggests, that another agent of Fevvers’
imprisonment is she herself. Munford perceives Fevvers as a Gothic heroine who is “imprisoned
within the Gothic architecture”413 because of her vain awe she feels about her own splendour
and her fascination about the images she wittingly creates and perpetuates to feed them to her
audience and the public (“the blonde of blondes”414).
At the end of the novel, Munford believes, Fevvers succumbs to “final imprisonment within her
own iconography”.415
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There are various connections between Fevvers and a vampire, the typical Gothic figure.
Munford believes that the fact that Fevvers’ body buds wings in the time when girl’s body would
usually launch menstruation suggests a link between Fevvers and the conventional Gothic figure
of the vampire.416 This creates an interesting bridging between Nights at the Circus and the
other Carter’s novel discussed in this thesis, The Bloody Chamber, namely the story "The Lady of
the House of Love", not only generically but also as far as the main characters are considered. In
the second case Carter undermines the conventional features of the Gothic by reverting its
heroine’s destiny: the vampire girl dies herself after her blood is licked by a human instead of
biting him to make a vampire of him. As for Fevvers, the turn Carter made in her destiny is much
more fortunate. Here Munford notices a link between Fevvers’ dominating and open sexuality as
a New Woman and the fin de siècle icon of the “sexually voracious vamp”417, voicing an opinion
which inclines to the idea that Carter surpasses the borders of the genre. Stoddart agrees,
concluding that in Fevvers’ case Carter overturns the conventional link made between birds’
captivity in cages and females’ imprisonment in society and “emphasizes Fevvers’ predatory
power (specifically over Walser), and connects flight to female power and liberation.”418
It is only a point of view that decides whether Fevvers does or does not escape the bonds of a
typical Gothic figure, and critical reviews of this problematic voice both of these angles. This
dilemma only accords with what Carter displays in many facets of her writing which mirrors her
notion of feminism - the “in-betweenness”. Assuming that the paramount concern of her writing
is women’s liberation, it can be deduced that by this “in-betweenness” she might refer to her
view of the process of women’s liberation which she considers unfinished: astride between the
old, traditional, conventional and therefore known and comfortable, and the new, daring, yet-toform and therefore adventurous but also unsafe and doubtful.
Besides Fevvers, there are typical Gothic figures, such as Madame Shreck, a skeletal mistress of
her peculiar museum who mysteriously disintegrates into dust, or Grand Duke, a well-off and
lecherous eccentric obsessed with miniatures; both people behind the fringe of sanity. Some of
the spaces in the novel can be ascribed with Gothic features, too. Ma Nelson’s brothel, Countess
P.’s sanatorium, Rosencreutz’ castle, or Madame Shreck’s Museum of Woman Monsters are
places of terror, anxiety, pervert fantasies as well as corrupted beauty.
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X. 9. Fevvers’ Laughter
In the closing paragraphs of Nights at the Circus, Fevvers triumphantly bursts into unrestrained
and wild laughter. This act carries a heavy significance and there are several ways of interpreting
it. As Day indicates, one level, it can be read as simply personal.419 After overcoming all the
difficulties she had to undergo on her journey across the continents (from London to Siberia) and
towards her better self she celebrates this victory in her typically bohemian way. Day also
pronounces the idea that Fevvers is this ecstatic because of finally having found someone she
loves and even more importantly, someone who loves her in return. Nevertheless, as Day
notices, there is also an impersonal, or rather socio-historical level in this laughter. She reminds
not to forget to read this novel as a his/herstorical. The novel is situated right at the doorstep of
the twentieth century, however, from Carter’s point of view a great part of this era already
passed. Therefore, Day explains Fevvers’ laughter as “delight of the victor”.420 She makes a
strikingly good point when she says that Fevvers prophetically and Carter retrospectively felt the
triumphant joy for they knew “that the war of women’s rights, even if not ultimately won, would
score up notable victories in the twentieth century”.421
Fevvers’ crucial final line, “I fooled you, then!”, that accompanies her fervent laughter is open to
interpretations as well as the laughter itself. After their act of love Walser asks her if she really
were “the only fully-feathered intacta” in humans’ history. Her reaction is ambiguous, which
offers several interpretations, some of which point to her questionable virginity, other to the
genuineness of her wings, next to combination of both. In reader’s endeavour to interpret the
nature of Fevvers’ wings and her whole existence (magic or hoax), the border of magic and
reality is scrutinized, leaving the reader without a solid conclusion. However, Fevvers’ last
exclaim “It just goes to show there is nothing like confidence”422 implies that the magic is not
beyond humans, it lies in their will and self-confidence, working as a constructive power.
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X. 10. View of the feminist issues future
It would be appealing to read Nights at the Circus as a novel of clearly positive development in
feminist issues, from the estranged and incarcerated femininity symbolized by the motif of a
“puppet” to the vision of women’s liberation in the form of “winged victory”. However, it is not
that straightforward or easy. Carter’s feminism is very mature: she does not celebrate a thorough
triumph or make definite conclusions. She is aware of the obstacles women will still need to
overcome.
Carter employs her two main female characters, Fevvers and Lizzie, as antagonistic tendencies as
far as the prospect of feminist issues is concerned. Whereas Fevvers is looking towards the
future with hope and optimism, Lizzie is the regulating critical and pragmatic voice. This
distribution of forces is typical for Carter who always seems to seek balance between opposed
strains. Fevvers as the younger, more famous, attractive and enthusiastic one represents the
brighter, careless and more appealing view on feminism. Lizzie, on the other hand, as the older,
cynical, unspectacular and calculative one presents the down-to-earth recognition of feminist
ideas. Russo understands the function of their disparateness as an “ongoing dialogue”.423
In their philosophical dispute towards the end of the novel, Fevvers preconceives a promising
fancy as follows: “*t+he dolls’ house will open, the brothels will spill forth their prisoners, the
cages, gilded or otherwise, all over the world, in every land, will let forth the inmates singing
together the dawn chorus of the new, the transformed”.424 Nevertheless, Lizzie does not leave
this enthusiastic positivism unchallenged: “*i+t’s going to be more complicated than that. *...+ This
old witch sees storms ahead, my girl. When I look to the future, I see through a glass, darkly. You
improve your analysis, girl, and then we’ll discuss it”.425 These two divergent utterances can be
read as an on-going dialogue, repeatedly marked by conflict. However, under the given
circumstances, their conversation “is about losses and making do”.426 As Russo observes, for
these two women it is important to get over their disparities to preserve their friendship and
crucial for maintaining their agreement about politics. Russo notices that towards the end of the
novel, both Fevvers and Lizzie have lost a lot from their former power and splendour - Lizzie, who
lost her magical objects and with them her magical-anarchic power, and no longer commercially
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feasible Fevvers, who is about to exchange her career for marriage with Walser. Weakened by
their extensive losses, they must keep together.
Nevertheless, there is no consoling closure reader could draw from this final exchange of the two
main characters.. On the contrary, it is, like many other things in the novel, inconclusive. Put in
Suleiman’s words, the tactics of Carter’s “multiplies the possibilities of linear narrative and of
‘story’, producing a dizzying accumulation that undermines the narrative logic by its very
excessiveness”.427 It means there is always something unfinished, unresolved, something that is
left to particular subjective readings only. The reader’s question of whose attitude to feminism
(Fevvers’ or Lizzie’s) will prevail is suspended and left for everyone’s interpretation. It is as if
Carter wanted to “put*...+ a damper on things”428 like Lizzie does when she replies to Fevvers
enthusiastic prospects about Walser: “*p+erhaps so, perhaps not”. 429 This uncertainty of these
two women is understandable - from their point of view the future of feminism was still unsure
and all its important achievements were yet to come. Carter, in her endeavour to instruct by her
novel, may also use the device of this uncertainty in another way: her perspective is about ninety
years “older” and therefore she knows that several goals of feminism were accomplished;
however, many other are still left for future generations.

XI. Conclusion
The main aim of this work was to present the notion of feminism and mythopoetics of Angela
Carter and to demonstrate it on two selected works of hers, namely The Bloody Chamber and
Other Stories and Nights at the Circus. The thesis also aims to analyse selected postmodern
features of these works. The first book is a collection of re-visited fairy tales, written in 1979, the
other is one of Carter’s novels, published in 1984. However different, both these books elaborate
on the topic of the women’s liberation from their conventionalised position in society and in
relationships with men.
Carter believes that myths play an important role in women’s enchainment within these
traditional concepts. She argues that myth is a consolatory nonsense which perpetuates the
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passive role of women and thus she questions and dissolves the borderlines myths stake out. The
thesis discusses how in her unique portrayal of women’s sexuality and depiction of gender Carter
tries to break women free from the power of myths and make them responsible for their
situation. The thesis attempts to elaborate on the formal attributes of Carter’s work as well. It
comments on its postmodern features, namely the genre mixture, intertextuality, historiographic
metafiction and magic realism. Author’s exquisite work with language means is also discussed.
The practical part of the thesis attempts to describe Carter’s portrayal of feminism and women’s
sexuality in two selected works. As far as The Bloody Chamber is concerned, Carter breaks in the
closed genre of fairy tales and dissolves its regulative power to bind women’s characters to
preordained roles. The thesis presents to what extent and with what effect Carter changes this
traditional genre.
The extent of it varies tale by tale. In some tales of The Bloody Chamber, for example in The
Courtship of Mr Lyon, the dislocation of the generic rules is subtle and not sufficient for the
female characters to break free from its bonds, in other words, from the bonds of patriarchy the
rules of genres represent. In other stories, such as in The Tiger’s Bride, the generic regulations
are distorted enough to let the female characters step out of its sphere of influence and start
existing on their own behalf. Even the titles of these two tales are significant for their gender
accentuation: the first one clearly mirrors that its prevailing element is masculine; the other one
stresses the female protagonist. It is not a coincidence that these two stories are both based on
one traditional fairy tale, Beauty and the Beast. It seems that as Carter works through the
original material she becomes more courageous in her intentions: the frame is similar for the
heroines of both the tales; however, the second narrative makes it further towards the generic
disintegration ant thus the heroine’s liberation. A similar progress could be traced between the
tales The Snow Child and The Lady of the House of Love. Nevertheless, it is necessary to say that
within this aspiration to disturb the limits of the genre, Carter keeps a rather low profile, thanks
to which this collection of revisited fairy tales does not become a cheap feministic agitprop. Her
changes are delicate, yet powerful. What Carter probably intends is not to wipe out the whole
patriarchal system, in the workings of literary genres and in society. She means to disassemble it
by slight, unobtrusive changes she makes at its core and then watch the whole system re-adjust
into a more balanced and harmonious version. This tactics is crucial for her notion of feminism.
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The thesis also aspires to trace how Carter in The Bloody Chamber elevates the underlying
current of sexuality, which is only implicitly present in traditional fairy tales. For this purpose, she
changes the traditional role of women in fairy tales, shifts or swaps them with their male
counterparts’ roles. In most of the tales women are allowed to use the power of their sexuality,
however, in accord with Carter’s general notion of feminism, they are made responsible for their
deeds. The negative critiques, which voice the opinion that Carter’s change is not sufficient and
that she solely perpetuates the submissive role of women, are provided, too.
Even though some author’s ideas and proposals about feminism might be inferred, the
ideological layer of this work is still obscured with the mythical overlay the genre of fairy tale
imposes on the narrative. However brilliantly built up, the generic properties of various
presented genres, such as pornography or Gothic, blur the strata of the narrative with which
Carter wishes to instruct. The message of women’s liberation is foreshadowed, however, not
conduced to its rise yet. In The Bloody Chamber the restrictive hard shell of the mythical
narrative cracks open only to let the winged New Woman fly from it in Carter’s other work
discussed in this thesis, the novel Nights at the Circus.
While The Bloody Chamber operates within the traditional fairy tales and subverts them from the
inside Nights at the Circus proposes the issues of feminism in a more straightforward and overt
way. It took Carter five years to strengthen the feminist accent in her writing and from operating
within an existing genre she embarked on a more self-sustaining narrative. Its main character
Fevvers represents Carter’s suggestion of a New Woman, a concept in which she outlines her
ideas of the way women can extricate from the binding power of myths. On this character Carter
demonstrates the importance of confidence and the active role and stresses the significance of
material realities, preferring the “here and now” to the mythical “hereafter”. Since in Nights at
the Circus Carter’s tendency to instruct grows more prominent than it was in The Bloody
Chamber, it is valid to read it as a guidance for real life, not just as a piece of fiction which has no
relevant connection with outer social, political and personal reality whatsoever. The reader can
notice this book’s ability to overlap from being read for pleasure to being considered a public
political statement about female liberation.
However, when the prospect of feminist issues’ future is discussed in the novel, it comes to the
conclusion, typical for Carter’s materialism and down-to-earthiness, that “it is going to be more
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complicated than that”.430 By voicing this opinion through one of the main characters, Lizzie,
Carter implies that the quest of female liberation has still not come to its end and also that
fulfilling its demands will still need a lot of careful effort: personal, political and literary, too. Even
though by 1984, when the novel was written, the equality of rights between men and women
had improved significantly in some parts of the world, there are still places where women are
belittled, subdued, humiliated and even tortured by men these days. What Carter aimed to
achieve by her writing was to eliminate these occurrences. Although she managed to inspire a
great number of her readers (not only women), the battle she took part in has not finished and
lost its importance until the present. Carter’s message is still valid, even though the situation of
female liberation has made a great progress since her time. Carter’s words and ideas could still
echo with the needs and wishes of the oppressed women from all over the world.
This is probably where the crux of Carter’s work lies – in its inspirational and instructive power.
Her writing is notorious for its exuberant amount of layers and she may well entertain with the
upper ones. However, the deeper layers are meant to instruct the reader and make him or her
think about the theoretical concepts and ideas they convey. The aim of this thesis was not only
to describe Carter’s unique narrative style, or, in other words, to characterize the surface layers
of her writing, but mainly to follow and give an account of the ideas running through the deeper
undercurrent of her fiction. This thesis attempted to trace Carter’s theoretical concepts of
feminism and her dealing with myths. Even though Carter’s work defies any clear-cut and
unequivocal interpretation of its feminist or generic aspects it is in its ambiguity, provocativeness
and activating power where its absorbing beauty lies.

430

Carter, Nights at the Circus, 1993, p. 286.
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